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Project businesses must be able to scale or adapt their existing systems in order to grow.
This implies demand to increase additional production capabilities for workshop-oriented
businesses. Growth can be stimulated either by increasing investments for internal
production or by optimizing procurement policies. The scope of this work was limited to
initialize sourcing platform instrumentation to support development and guidance of
procurement.

Challenges

in

outsourcing

include

increased

demand

for

open

communication channels. Relevant issues are related to quality management, optimization
of supply chains and control methods in project management.
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erikoistuvissa yrityksissä merkitsee tuotantokapasiteetin lisäämistä. Kasvuun vaadittavan
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INTRODUCTION

Project businesses use subcontractors to maximize cost-benefits output. Basically every
subcontractor seeks to gain more project leverage to increase profit margins as outsourcing
in extreme cases leads to commoditized products and services. Status transition from
subcontractor to prime contractor requires however substantial improvements to project
and supply chain management practices.

Background
Standardized audit plans, certifications and quality inspections have become outsourcing
procedures to help prime contractors to find and monitor qualified subcontractors.
Predictable quality and throughput are initial variables, which are ultimate indicators for
successful outsourcing activities. Challenge is to gain objective picture about workshop
operations and underlying risks without regular auditing visits at the plant. First condition
for successful procurement is to initialize reliable performance parameters to measure
processes.

Goals and delimitations
Delimitations were set to identify crucial links between outsourcing actions and profitable
business indicators in workshops. Synthesis of new management platform was made based
on these qualities. Research questions were:

1. How to measure and manage throughput in project business?
2. How to manage risks in procurement?
3. How to implement new procurement parameters in project business?

Throughput defines how well the workshop is able to keep up expectations assigned by the
management. Inadequate identification of customer needs as well as poor quality and
auditing reduce throughput due delays or defects while increasing uncertainty. Therefore,
it’s desirable to find key parameters for processes and convert them into management
metrics to address risks in procurement. After the hypothesis is formed, implementation
4

process for new procurement parameters offers an operational roadmap to create new
collection of project management methods.

Structure of the thesis
First chapter identifies key limitations for management practices, welding inspections,
contractors and supply chain operations. Methods applied by the case company are also
presented. Second chapter explains how to design a platform architecture for procurement.
Third chapter converts reference qualifications into new management applications. Fourth
chapter demonstrates how these new methods should be used in practical level by
harnessing single platform. Results and discussion cover answers for research questions as
well as discovered issues to gain data for new methods. Conclusions review shortly about
opportunities and weaknesses by using sourcing platform instrumentation management
(SPIM) and what topics require still additional research.

Case company
Case references were formed to touch the case company, which designs and manufacture
large-scale conveying solutions for material processing industries. The company operates
in project businesses by offering complete solutions for customers. Essential part of their
strategy includes offshore manufacturing and assembly operations to meet market demands
and increase cost-benefits. Outsourced production sets however specific challenges to
build and maintain quality brand. Acquirement of new customers is more expensive than
selling products to existing customers so brand loyalty helps the company to gain better
return on investments. In addition, great brand value also generates positive
recommendations and therefore increases pull marketing exposure for products and
services.

5

1

SOURCING

Problems in project businesses arise when customers or internal operators want to readjust
project conditions afterwards. Customized orders also mean that whole product category is
highly segmented. If the rate of segmentation is constantly raising, the design faculty has to
develop new solutions and use modified components. Needless to say, this increases
complexity in product management, production and purchases. Negative outcome for this
is increased difficulty to outsource production responsibilities. Effective way to mitigate
harmful effects is vigorous standardization of material and information flows.

Nature of workshop-oriented project businesses is bounded to two major conditions: to
reduce costs and maximize functionality of the supply chain. Most common method to cost
reductions in production is to harness offshore contractors. Use of external operators
however leads to increased risks as process and resource monitoring becomes more
elusive. Physical flow of items as well as quality of workshop processes can be easily
disrupted, which leads to amplified consequences. Dilemma between outsourcing benefits
and supply chain operations can should be solved by optimizing first information flow.

Harsh reality is that quality varies always. Therefore, range of variations must be identified
and captured as comparison between reference level and actual process outputs validate the
product quality. Identification relies on standards and process parameters while capture of
quality factors relies on auditing practices. Quality control needs easy access to reference
data and sensor data. Qualifications are explained from four different perspectives.
Management qualifications include hierarchies and tools to make decisions. Welding
qualifications explain standards and inspection methods. Contractor qualifications describe
evaluation processes and evaluators. Supply chain qualifications introduce standardized
methods to evaluate and establish supply chain operations. All qualifications are compared
with the case company’s actions.

6

1.1 Qualifications in management
Management is responsible for setting priorities and tasks for processes and approvals in
outsourcing activities. Management should also excel to delegate decisions for
subcontractors. However, inadequate information flow makes this difficult. Better
understanding of management hierarchies is required in order to recognize constrains in
decision-making processes.

1.1.1 Sourcing planning
Sourcing planning is decision-making instrument for procurement. Target is to maximize
throughput while sustaining sufficient quality and minimizing drawbacks. Selection of
suitable subcontractors is difficult if evaluations are based on isolated interactions between
decision-making levels. Processes, contractors and synchronized activities are all coupled
to available resources. One way to express these relations is to use three different
definitions for decision-making processes as follows:
1) Operational level  realization  process-dependent
2) Tactical level  estimation  system-dependent
3) Strategic level  actualization  people-dependent

Operational level is process-dependent instrument, which makes desired production data
available for higher decision-making levels. Tactical level is system-dependent instrument,
which generates estimates how well operational input and outputs are synchronized to meet
references. Strategic level is people-dependent instrument, which sets targets and
authorizes execution plans for lower levels. Successful management model must find
balance and interrelations of dependencies between these levels. Practical way to do this is
to bring in content instruments. These instruments are divided to three different entities:
contractors, resources and processes. Contractor evaluations are estimations about prowess
of subcontractors to realize operational targets. Process parameters provide operational
information. Resources define limitations for other instruments. Figure 1 illustrates how
chaotic nature of sourcing planning can be converted into closed system relations.

7

FIGURE 1. Sourcing platform integration loop. Procurement actions are connected to
each other with different combinations of decision-making levels.

Resource planning affects in strategic and tactical decisions while providing operational
constraints. Process mapping affects in operational and strategic decisions while providing
tactical constraints. Contractor mapping affects in tactical and operational decisions while
providing strategic constraints. Sourcing platform integration loop (SPIL) aims to
subordinate management levels with relevant procurement activities to model proportional
logic. Therefore, SPIL should be considered as a framework for sourcing variables.
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1.1.2 Management hierarchies
Goal of management is to connect and monitor key parameters in entire organization in
such a way that strategic targets will be met. This is not possible without established
network infrastructure among operators so dynamics of network branching should be
understood well. Inadequate effort to release work duties from operators reduces effectivity
and growth. Business process flow helps to understand management methods in the case
company. Figure 2 is a scheme of the case company’s business process flow, which starts
from customer inquiry and ends to customer delivery.

FIGURE 2. Project business process flow in the case company.

The case company uses seven internal processes and three external processes in their
business process flow. First three internal processes generate first mutual offer (proposed
solution) for the customer, then layout for the product and then order draft. Sales
department together with project staff, product management and procurement associates
compose initial offer according to recognized inquiries and demands from the customer.
9

After that product management draws overall layout about the product. Order draft is then
refined by project staff and production experts. Purchasing department calculates costs and
schedule for acquiring needed materials. Final order draft is reviewed and submitted by
sales department to the customer. Lead time starts if the customer decides to make an
order. Kick-off meeting involves representatives from sales, purchasing, production
experts as well as from project and product management. Product management continues
to refine the product together with designers and purchasers. When general design solution
is achieved, project management proceeds to implement purchases for raw materials and
other resources. Production and manufacturing can finally start to execute tasks when
required materials are available. Outsourced products and services are inspected to avoid
defects. Lead time ends to customer delivery.

Project businesses need to deal with concurrent projects. In example, the case company has
to work on product development, cost reduction and problem resolution constantly besides
production processes. Workload on these issues could be reduced by increasing
standardized methods by modularizing solutions among all products. Target is not to treat
symptoms but to cure the disease. Implemented changes would eventually lead to positive
effects also in other departments.

The case company could add robustness and availability to decision-making process by
increasing the amount of decentralized or distributed information flow. Situation currently
seems to be that sometimes crucial information is accumulated for individuals, meaning
that only way to retrieve needed data is direct inquiry verbally. Centralized repositories
lead to dependencies, which increases strain with projects as inquiries interrupt
continuously project associates. In other words, personnel are forced to multi-task.
Different types of networks are divided to centralized, decentralized or distributed
structures. Network types are presented in figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. Different network types. (Baran, 1964).

Example about centralized system is an organization, where all information related to
decision making is only available for the leader or manager. Centralized system excels in
rapid delegations thanks to its behavioral hierarchy. Decentralized and distributed
networks are way more difficult to develop but offer more predictability and equality.
Mapping of network qualities help organizations to evaluate more realistically where risks
can occur. Network types are evaluated between one (poor) to three (excellent) from five
perspectives presented in table 1.

Table 1. Network types and their applicability in different purposes.
Function

Centralized

Decentralized

Distributed

Stability

1

2

3

Scalability

1

2

3

Development

3

1

1

Diversity

1

3

3

Stability identifies how robust the network is in different situations and how easy it is to
conduct maintenance. Basically this measures effects and following actions if single
operator or node becomes obsolete. Scalability compares growth potential to add new
notes and operators with equal resources. In ideal situation the network can expand and
maintain meanwhile desired level of functionality. Diversity measures tendencies to
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accelerate problem-solving abilities in the network. Internal level of evolution is dependent
on connections between information and operators. Development evaluates initial actions
to setup the network. This requires resources to establish environment for the network.
Nevertheless, larger amount of allocated resources in development process will pay off
later.

Distributed network is most robust network in any situation due information is available
for anyone and is also least corrupted. In ideal situation an organization does not need at all
management executives because targets, product information and schedule would be
shared simultaneously throughout the network. One specific challenge in distributed
networks is high stress when information must be updated to each unit. Therefore,
implementation process for this kind of network requires careful optimization strategies to
build hierarchies and database connections. Number of decentralized solutions in
management will likely increase aggressively for upcoming years. Figure 4 illustrates new
types of management paradigms, which elaborates how resource-based decision-making
levels can be classified based on human-dependent factors and process or systemdependant factors.

FIGURE 4. Quadrant chart about different management paradigms (Buterin, 2014).
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Management methods describe flow of internal capital (resources) between humans or
automated units. Manipulators or robots are automated tools controlled by humans. Purely
human-driven organization relies completely on human interactions while purely systemdriven organization relies on artificial intelligence. Decentralized organization (DO) is one
kind of compromise or interface between DAO and human-driven organization, where
decisions are ultimately made by humans. DAO offers interesting solution to create
distributed management and platform solution for automated decisions in procurement.
Combination of DAO and DO allows to build systems, where trust, security and
availability of information are objectively formed for all project associates. (Buterin,
2014.)

1.1.3 Information tools
Useful project management tools in sourcing should be able to handle task planning,
scheduling, resources and collaboration. In ideal situation the company has defined
throughout its internal processes and external interactions before implementing a set of
complementary management methodologies. Domains such as accounting, information
flow, production processes and resource planning should all support each other.

The case company has internal servers, which contain information about projects and
products. All related documents are reserved and placed according to relevant project
number. Each department has its own folders, where relevant information is held. Access
to these files is available also via product data management. The case company has also
bought licenses to various software products to manage projects and product qualities such
as enterprise resource planning system and could-based web platform.

Perhaps most noticeable deficiency is related to poor integrations between outsourced
services and internal services. This together with missing data analysis methods creates
communication barriers and reduces reaction times. Also lack of use of various platforms
indicates either poorly designed user interface properties or inadequate effort to educate
users to fully harness available features. Efficient and distributed management requires
however that routines and required work will be minimized while access to information
and relevant data series should be maximized. Tasks without progressive development in
13

value outputs should be outsourced to external operators but only when related processes
and process parameters are documented and evaluated.

1.2 Qualifications in welding
Metal fabrication requires large number of automated and manual processes. Focus here is
however directed to manual welding operations as it is most pivotal quality constraint for
the case company. Functionality, aesthetics and affordable price are most valuable factors
for customers. Welding enables to attach heavy structures while sustaining sufficient
material properties.

Unlike robots, people are complex creatures. In other words, welding quality and
throughput tend to fluctuate due irrational reasons. Motivation, environment, personal life
and culture can affect to results in example. On the other hand, manual welding doesn’t
require substantial investments and is able to adapt to changing conditions. Qualification of
personnel and procedures are measured by auditing activities to evaluate prowess of
workshops. However, it isn’t enough that the contractor can theoretically produce
sufficient quality on a specific date. At the same time, external quality control cannot be
conducted constantly with traditional methods as auditing expenses would exceed benefits.

Outsourcing activities include evaluation of welding operations. Some of the case products
are still welded internally by manual welders but in order to satisfy market demand, the
case company uses outsourced welding services. This is done because investments to new
local facilities would mean substantial investments, thus leading to increased risks on a
short-term. Cash flow needs to stay steady or the firm ceases to exist. Contractor’s manual
welders must have certifications to guarantee quality for customers. Use of standards such
as SFS-EN ISO 3834-2 gives recognized set of criteria to define appropriate level of
quality requirements.
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1.2.1 Welding standards
Welding qualifications are carefully addressed by the case company. Welding standards
are defined to satisfy industry needs and regulations. Welding requirements have been
presented to subcontractor as well as conditions for quality records. Each product has its
own quality inspection by practiced visual testing and non-destructive testing (NDT).

Satisfactory level of welding involves multiple standards. One of most widely used
standards is ISO 3834, which is used in organizations and certifications to evaluate
manufacturers and their ability to achieve sufficient level of requirements internally or
externally from customers and regulators. Prime contractors are responsible to provide
information to subcontractors about requirements of ISO 3834, which also sets measures
for different circumstances. These circumstances are related to contracts, manufacturers,
committees and inspectors. In contractual situations the specification of welding quality
requirements must be done. Manufacturers needs to establish and maintain welding quality
requirements while committees draft manufacturing codes or application standards to
specify welding quality requirements. Inspectors or organizations assess welding quality
performance. This is usually conducted by third parties, customers, or manufacturers. SFSEN ISO 3834-2 standard provides comprehensive quality standards for fusion welding of
metallic materials. Table 2 provides chronological framework to inspect and test welding
process according to SFS-EN ISO 3834-2. Welding procedures before, during and after
welding are described. (SFS-handbook 66-1, 2013.)
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Table 2. Inspection and testing in welding based on SFS-EN ISO 3834-2 (SFS-handbook
66-1, 2013).
INSPECTION AND TESTING
before welding

during welding

Suitability and validity of Essential
welder’s

and

operators’

after welding

welding By visual inspection

welding parameters (e.g. current, arc

qualification voltage and travel speed)

certificates
Suitability

of

welding- Preheating/interpass

By non-destructive testing

procedure specification

temperature

Identity of parent material

Cleaning and shape of runs By destructive testing
and layers of weld metal

Identity

of

welding Back gouging

Form, shape and dimensions

consumables
Joint

of the construction

preparation

(e.g. Welding sequence

shape, and dimensions)

Results and records of postweld operations (e.g. postweld
ageing).

Fit-up, jigging and tacking

Correct use and handling of
welding consumables

Any special requirements in Control of distortion
the

welding-procedure

specification

(e.g.

prevention of distortion)
Suitability

of

working Any

conditions

for

welding, examination (e.g. checking

including environment

intermediate

of dimensions
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heat

treatment,

Each welding process starts from preparations. Welding equipment, welder and procedure
need to be qualified. Environment, individual welding configurations used by welder and
availability of consumables as well as parent material with proper identification are musthave. These factors can be addressed without insurmountable effort. Inspection and testing
during welding seems to be trickier to implement. At first, most essential welding
parameters such as current, arc voltage and travel speed must be adjusted to relevant task.
Certain threshold exists between suitable parameters as well as welder’s personal setups.
Preheating and interpass temperatures should be measured. Dimensions and distortions
needs to be under control. Welding sequence and back gouging as well as cleaning and
shape of runs and layers of weld metal are part of ongoing welding assessments.
Fluctuations in base materials affect to welding, so predictable quality in supplied steel
parts can make significant difference. Quality control after welding is done by visual
inspection, NDT and destructive testing. Form, shape and dimensions are checked.
Welding results of post-weld operations are recorded. (SFS-handbook 66-1, 2013.)

SFS-EN ISO 3834-2 is not only standard exercised in the case company. SFS-EN ISO
9606-1 (welder’s proficiency of fusion welding for steels) is necessary condition for
welders. Other important standards are SFS-EN ISO 3834-5 (required documents to fulfill
quality levels in fusion welding) and SFS-EN ISO 14731 (welding coordination, tasks and
responsibilities). SFS-EN ISO 5817 stands for fusion welding of steel, nickel, titanium and
related alloys as well as welding classes and defects. This is equivalent standard for Class
C welding. There’s no sense to produce excessive amount of quality by using Class B
welding as target customers won’t require it. Nevertheless, higher welding class would
allow the company to gain new customers from new segments. Table 3 presents
requirements and standards used by the case company.
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Table 3. Requirements and standards for manufacturing processes in the case company.
IN
ISSUE

STANDARD

DOCUMENTED

AUDIT
PLAN

QUALITY

SFS-EN ISO 9001: 2008

x

x

WELDING

SFS-EN ISO 3834-2: 2006

x

x

Welding coordination

SFS-EN ISO 14731: 2006. IWE,

x

x

IWT or IWS certification required
Welders

SFS-EN ISO 9606-1: 2013

x

x

Visual inspection

SFS-EN ISO 17637: 2011. Visual

x

x

SFS-EN ISO 5817: 2006. Class C.

x

x

SFS-EN ISO 22768-1: 1993.

x

x

x

x

test passed. Not qualified.
Welding quality
requirement
Functional
dimensions
SFS-EN ISO 13920: 1996 BE
Welding guides

SFS-EN ISO 15609-1: 2004
Certification of SFS-EN ISO
15614-1: 2012

Material inspection

Materials: SFS-EN ISO 10204:

certificate

2004 3.1.

x

Welding material: SFS-EN ISO

x

10204: 2004 2.2.
Heat treatment

SFS-EN ISO 17663: 2009.

x

Certification attached.
Surface finishing

Painting: Measurement record

x

attached.
Pickling: If customer requires.
Traceability

If customer requires.

(x)

Other NDT (PT, MT,

If customer requires. SFS-EN

(x)

UT, RT)

473:2001
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Standardization of welding processes is pivotal component in quality management. First
step is to understand industrial requirements and technical details. Reviews should be
recorded and translated if necessary. Qualification is required from welders and welding
operators as well as from production and testing equipment. One person specialized to
welding coordination is required Detailed quality inspection is usually conducted before
painting products. Table 4 lists all required functions and conditions defined by the case
company, which is used to evaluate subcontractor’s welding capabilities.

Table 4. List of welding requirements for subcontractors.
ACTION

CONDITION

Review of requirements

Record required

Technical review

Record required

Welders and welding operators

Qualification required

Welding coordination personnel

Required

Production and testing equipment

Qualification required

Equipment maintenance

Required to provide, maintain and achieve
project conformity

Description of equipment

List required

Production planning

Required, documented plans and records

Welding procedure specifications

Required

Welding-procedure qualification records

Required

Batch testing of consumables

If required

Storage and handling of welding

Required according to supplier

consumables

recommendations

Storage of parent material

Protection required, identification should be
maintained

Equipment maintenance should be conducted constantly. Description of equipment and
service notes are required. Welding procedure specifications and qualification of the
welding requirements are required as well. Production planning should be done including
proper documentation. Conditions to storage and handling of welding consumables come
from supplier recommendations. Storage of parent materials need protection while not
19

losing identification labels. Only conditional function is a batch testing of consumables.
Table 5 contains few quality record requirements, which were not mentioned in table 4.

Table 5. Conditions for quality records.
ACTION

CONDITION

Material inspection

Records required

Welding consumable inspection

Records required

Non-destructive testing (NDT) personnel certificates

Certifications required

Heat-treatment procedure specifications

Records required

NDT and destructive testing procedures

Reports required

Dimensional parameters

Reports required

Repairs and non-conformance products

Records and reports required

All quality records should be retained for at least five years. Records are documents from
continuous but short inspections done either by human or sensors. Reports are more
specific documents to describe actions to finish certain procedure. Reports should describe
current situation and make comparison to reference level. Coherent reports not only
provide useful information to inspectors but also to personnel in plant operations.

1.2.2 Welding inspections
The case company checks quality of welds by visual inspections and liquid penetrant
testing. Inspection and approval requires appropriate certification from the inspector. Even
though used methods are not complicated, the case company has only two employees
which are qualified to approve inspections. Only critical welds are inspected by liquid
penetrant testing. If defects appear, the inspector marks repairable spots for welders.
Regardless of results, all spots are documented by photographs. Images are saved to
internal servers and then delivered to customers if necessary.

Welding quality is addressed well by the case company. However, applied NDT methods
reveal few insufficiencies. Liquid penetrant testing uses consumables and takes a lot of
time to be conducted for every weld. It’s absolutely necessary that the surface is prepared
and cleaned or else results will be rigged. Penetrant dwell time also delays inspection as a
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liquid penetrant needs time to penetrate to potential voids and cracks. Then liquid penetrant
must be removed from the surface. Last stage is to apply a light coating of developer on the
surface to gain visual indications. Visual inspection and liquid penetrant testing are both
done after the welding process.

Other NDT methods such as acoustic and electromagnetic inspections could analyze onprocess and post-process welding qualifications. Especially eddy current testing offers
intriguing possibilities. Welds can be inspected with minimal surface preparations and
even underwater. Probes are able to inspect sections with poor access and without constant
contact. Consumables are not needed unlike with liquid penetrant inspection. Design of
probe tips has improved constantly, which has led to improved wear resistance. Eddy
current applications are nowadays affordable already for smaller operators. They are useful
also in high-temperature environment if the probe has integrated water-cooling system.
Eddy current testing is also applicable when magnetic particle inspection is not available
due non-ferritic properties. Evaluation of coating thicknesses is also possible. One of
problems is however weak penetration.

In-service use would help to detect in example volumetric wall losses for products in use.
This means that eddy current testing could help to increase prime contractor’s business
opportunities if they are able to conduct constant maintenance inspections for their
customers. Steel structures wear off due dynamic changes and thus having ability to collect
and document this process with sufficient frequency adds value to customers by giving
insight about upcoming maintenances and substitutes. This also helps to recognize
customer’s emerging needs before competitors. (AWS, 2017; Merrick Group, 2015).

Eddy current testing could offer long-term savings in auditing as well. If the company is
planning to increase throughput volume in offshore, inspection of welding quality in many
locations will tie a lot of resources. Visual inspection has its own weaknesses even if
augmented vision would be used. The eddy current testing equipment is physically mobile
without need to use consumables or prepare welds. These are important aspects in order to
engage external personnel to conduct inspections. Before using the eddy current testing
offshore, the prime contractor must have clear understanding and documentation about test
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equipment and data analysis as well as channel to move the information. In cases where
subcontractors does not have similar equipment, the prime contractor could loan test
equipment while providing comprehensive guidance to use the test equipment correctly.

1.3 Qualifications for contractors
Contractor qualifications are made by internal operators based on contractor mapping
processes such as audit visits. Efficient evaluation of contractor’s prowess is necessary in
order to reduce reclamations, increase throughput and save resources. It should also help to
identify and prioritize critical contractors. Often subcontractors offer their services before
actual needs are identified. If not, it’s purely prime contractor’s responsibility to search,
find and evaluate candidates to satisfy relevant needs.

1.3.1 Internal operators
Procurement and purchase departments have largest influence to qualify contractors.
Procurement is an upstream process for production. It belongs to long-term purchasing
activities, which aim to reduce risks and costs while improving availability. In other words,
well-designed procurement process should bring predictability for the company. Shortterm costs might increase at the start but focus should be always directed to reduce overall
long-term costs. Identification and definition of services, products and processes set
framework for effective decisions.

Long-term engagement with ideal contractors brings stability to business operations.
Targets should be shared for involved parties internally as well as externally. Desire is to
create long-term engagement in order to improve predictability of supply chain operations.
Challenge is to create simple array of criteria to determine best overall performance on this
matter. Procurement equals strategical outsourcing.

Motives in purchasing are shared between two premises: availability and expenses of
required resources. Ideal situation is to acquire affordable raw materials just before
production operations to gain saves in warehouse costs. As the goal of purchases is
bounded to production and service needs, demand tends to fluctuate constantly. Purchasing
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should be optimized to short-term operational actions. Successful fulfillment of temporary
needs on a daily basis require prowess and fast reactions in decision making. Focusing
only to purchasing operations however means also that long-term planning is not possible.
This turns to be challenge as underlying risks in distribution channels might occur
sometimes. Purchase equals tactical outsourcing.

1.3.2 Auditing
Auditing contains a set of actions to confirm existing information about candidates or
existing contractors and their prowess to meet output requirements. To put simply, auditing
aims to detect and document available information to support decision-making processes.
Target for auditions is to get tangible proof regarding subcontractor’s prowess. Audition
ties personnel and thus working hours. Audition visits consume time and energy while new
identification process will be initiated in internal systems. Constraints in auditing include
limited time for visits, lack of integrated communication channels as well as physical
distance. Some auditing visits could be replaced by harnessing digital channels, which
would help the prime contractor to save resources. Final target for the case company is to
increase throughput volumes and thus deliveries while increasing surplus. Constant change
to more affordable subcontractors might decrease costs at the first glance but transaction
costs exist always.

Physical auditing are made after ideal candidates have been sorted in contractor mapping.
However, regular audit visits at the plant add always direct expenses for the project. So far
standard procedure for the case company has been to conduct physical visits at the plant.
Without adequate auditions the selection of subcontractor is gambling. Understanding
deeply how the subcontractor operates on a daily basis will bring predictability. Neglecting
the role of audit responsibilities might backfire later when deliveries are late to customers
or number of reclamations increase due low-standard subcontractor. All negative events
damage the brand image.
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Case company evaluates contractors by using four different classes. Contractor class A
contains contractor’s self-evaluation, auditing requirement and test deliveries. Manager
who is responsible for procurement evaluates and gives recommendation together with
quality engineer or person who plans procurement. Contractor class B contains contractor’s
self-evaluation and test delivery. If the contractor is placed to class C, test delivery is
enough. Class D won’t require any test deliveries, auditions or self-evaluations. Table 6
sums this procedure.

Table 6. Audit requirements for new contractors.
CONTRACTOR

SELF-

AUDITING

TEST

CLASS

EVALUATION

REQUIRED

SUPPLIES

REQUIRED
A

x

B

x

REQUIRED
x

C

x
x
x

D

Re-evaluation of contractors is done based on reliability of deliveries, prowess to quality
and economic situation. Class A and B are re-evaluated at least once a year. Potential
substitutes are evaluated once in one to three years for class A. Re-evaluation for class C is
once in two tears. Class D doesn’t require re-evaluation. Immediate re-evaluation is
conducted if key personnel, economic situation or quality and reliability of deliveries
change. Threshold for actions is not defined however clearly. Besides direct classification
rules to evaluate contractor’s role, the company has also list of technical audit issues and
requirements. Table 7 presents a list of technical requirements for subcontractors. Audition
issues rely heavily on necessary standards and regulations.
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Table 7. Audition issues and requirements.
ISSUE

REQUIREMENT

DOCUMENTED

QUALITY

SFS-EN ISO 9001

x

CE-marking

EN 1090

x

WELDING

SFS-EN ISO 3834

x

Welding coordination

SFS-EN ISO 14731

x

Welders

SFS-EN ISO 9606

x

Visual inspection (VA)

SFS-EN ISO 17637

x

Quality level for welds

SFS-EN ISO 5817

x

Tolerances

SFS-EN 22768

x

SFS-EN ISO 13920
Welding procedures

SFS-EN ISO 15609

x

SFS-EN ISO 15614
Material certificates

SFS-EN ISO 10204

x

SFS-EN 10204
Heat treatment

SFS-EN ISO 17663

x

Surface treatment

Painting: log sheet

x

Pickling: optional
Traceability

Optional

(x)

NDT (PT, MT, UT, RT)

Optional. SFS-EN 473

(x)

Total number for required documents is 12. If customer’s demand is extended, total
number for required documents is 14. These requirements form the first part of the
technical audit plan. Second part contains eight demands, which are not based on
certifications but should be evaluated. Table 8 lists these inspection issues.
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Table 8. Inspection issues in audit plan.
ISSUE

CONFIRMATION

Maintenance of welding equipment

Yes / no

Control of monitoring and measuring equipment

Yes / no

Production equipment (technical capability of

Yes / no

cranes, machines, equipment)
Housekeeping in production

Yes / no

Procedures for handling of non-conforming

Yes / no

materials
Procedures for handling of customer

Yes / no

reclamations?
Supplier's technical knowledge and personnel

Yes / no

qualification level
Reliability of deliveries

Yes / no

Of all issues above, reliability of deliveries is easiest to quantify. Other issuers require
observations at the plant in most cases. Nevertheless, target should be to measure factors to
find out is the candidate applying system-dependent or people-dependent approaches.
System-dependent procedures help the subcontractor to execute tasks in such a way that
results won’t decrease due human factors. Maintenance of welding equipment should be
clearly documented and presented for personnel. Available guides and tools indicates
easiness to control and monitor equipment. Logs should be documented and in
understandable form. Condition of production equipment as well as housekeeping should
be documented as well. Procedures for non-conforming materials and customer
reclamations makes no difference to this rule. Only human-dependent factor is contractor’s
technical knowledge and personnel qualification levels.

Comparison of inspection issues could provide insight to select ideal candidates.
Nevertheless, short-sighted correlations between certifications and inspection issues can
lead off the track due small sample sizes. Besides technical issues, there are also
environmental issues. Sustainability brings robustness to operations as it emphasizes
health, safety and ecological aspects. Regulations and demand for sustainable actions
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nowadays mean that unresponsive attitude to those aspects will affect negatively in
business operations. Table 9 presents the case company’s audit plan for issues related to
sustainability.

Table 9. Audit plan for issues related to sustainability.
ISSUE

CONFIRMATION

Occupational H&S system such as OHSAS

Yes / no

18001
Environmental management system such as

Yes / no

ISO 14001
Health &safety procedures

Yes / no

Emergency procedures

Yes / no

Reporting and follow-up of H&S accidents

Yes / no

(accidents at working area)
Use of personal protective equipment

Yes / no

Lifting capacity. Yearly inspection of

Yes / no

cranes and lifting equipment
Protection for falling down (equipment and

Yes / no

working methods)
Extinguishing equipment: yearly inspection

Yes / no

and free entry
First aid equipment: condition and free

Yes / no

entry
Condition of electrical equipment and

Yes / no

cables
Safety covers of equipment

Yes / no

Experience of demanding installations

Yes / no

Handling of waste (sorting of waste, waste

Yes / no

disposal)
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Tables 7, 8 and 9 contain evaluation issues for the case company’s audit plans. These
tables are formed by a binary yes/no-list with two identified categories: workshop qualities
(22 issues) and sustainability (14 issues). Sustainability includes health, safety and
environmental issues. All these issues arise from operational purposes including personnel,
equipment and procedures.

Certifications describe accredited processes and possessed level of training among
candidates. Focus should be directed to improve verification processes, documentation and
response. In example, electronic verification could save resources for all sides. Inspection
of certifications and other documents should not require physical presence or manual
inquiries. The problem itself lies in verification process. Perhaps the candidate has unheard
certifications, which are documented in different language. Digital document or
information might be also rigged. Cultural aspects affect greatly how reliability of
certifications will be perceived. Frequent inspections should be objective and documented.
It would make sense to outsource inspection only in cases where inspecting organization or
individual has excellent reputation. Flow and quality of information are key factors for
successful audit plans. Documentation alone is not enough. Local and constant flow from
certified inspectors or sensors at the end defines how well the auditing data correlates with
real conditions.

One important aspect is to understand intangible features from physical auditing visits.
Mutually beneficial partnerships are based on trust, and personal meetings are excellent
way to improve these qualities. Direct access to speak about problems with subcontractor’s
employees requires permission from the representatives as well as fluent communication
skills. Personnel working for the subcontractor speak usually different language. Local
culture might also embolden hiding negative aspects due the fear of penalties.

Contractor mapping should not be rigid entity: it should evolve and involve new purposes.
Invested time to visit at the subcontractor should be used wisely and effectively. Target
should be to integrate new core functions for audit visits which support company’s targets
or reduce number of visits. Core purpose of auditing is about observing and mastering
acquired information.
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It’s common that prime contractors send few people to auditing visits for few days while
actual qualification inspections take barely an hour. This is not good for economy or
environment. Virtual reality, eddy current testing and augmented vision could offer
efficient tools to expand availability of potential subcontractors from farther distances
while reducing physical audit visits. Augmented vision with sufficient computer vision
recognition could be used by the subcontractor to provide real-time visual footage about
welds and other conditions. The subcontractor could also add notifications around work
objects, which would help designers to locate communication and production errors. Eddy
current testing for welds could be conducted by the subcontractor as well.

1.4 Qualifications in supply chain
Outsourcing strategy contains dilemma as studies indicate that the cost reduction doesn’t
couple with innovative solutions. Strategic decision should seek to discover balance
between these two entities. Low costs versus innovation is one of the most relevant topics
in procurement. (Bengtsson, Dabhilkar & von Haartman, 2009.)

Integration of product design processes with contractors can create benefits if the
outsourcing strategy is based on innovation. Integration is recommended also if products
require complex production processes. This means that the prime contractor and the
subcontractor forms strategic partnership. Benefits would not be limited to improved
production capabilities as this kind of partnership should offer strong incentive to integrate
also supply chain management systems. (Bengtsson et. al, 2009.)

Strategic sourcing helps to identify subcontractors, which possess potentiality to be longterm partners. This requires constant communication, qualification processes and objective
benchmarking frequently. In order to create efficient lean sourcing model for workshops,
the ideal process structure should be mapped and applied in whole organization. Progress
needs to be evaluated constantly with clear presentation of goals and achievements in a
specific timescale. Goal is to increase throughput, reduce expenses and investments while
getting rid of wasteful actions while maintaining high customer service satisfaction.
Procurement should think in terms of supply chains, empathizing open communications
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toward partners and contractors. Core benefits for organizations could be constant cost
reduction by collaborating with contractors, promoted quality, enhanced preparations to
increase savings from sourcing operations and synchronized performance targets between
operations and procurement.

The case company has defined its outsourcing targets in strategy. Process of outsourcing
starts from sourcing planning and the proceeds to contractor mapping and actual audits.
Procurement process in the case company has defined few key criteria. Strategical
alignment gives frames to sourcing plan. Next stage is to audit contractors based on
produced quality, capacity, prowess, reliability, economic situation and reliability of
delivery. Ultimate decision is made by purchasing manager and quality engineer. Qualified
and non-qualified subcontractors are separated to two different depositories. Cost-benefit is
major driver for outsourcing decisions.
Cost-benefit is quantified standard and main target for outsourcing strategies. Problem isn’t
that case company would be reluctant to try other strategic goals; it’s the difficulty to
precisely define long-term metrics. Choosing more expensive subcontractor needs to be
explained throughout. Cost-benefit ratio by using subcontractor B might be better
compared to cheaper subcontractor A in long range. Especially in close strategic
partnerships benefits are indirect, meaning that achieved surplus is apparent only by
inspecting different faculties. Maybe the subcontractor created solution for constraint or
maybe the subcontractor introduced profitable customers. Maybe the subcontractor become
itself new customer. These kinds of factors must be taken into account. Few methodologies
such as lean strategy and supply chain operations reference model can offer new insights
what deeper partnership with subcontractors could mean.

1.4.1 Supply chains operations reference model
Supply chain is a network between interconnected producers and customers. Its effects
extend to wide areas and are difficult to synchronize. Constant flow of materials, products,
information and money makes supply chain nearly impossible to control at the level each
party would desire. The scale is vastly different nowadays than 100 years ago.
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If the company wants to gain advantage against their competitor, more efficient and robust
supply chain certainly helps. Supply chain operations reference model (SCOR) is a supply
chain framework, which measures results but also cultivates personal development and
business practices. It helps to define clear targets for learning and implementing new
information throughout the organizations while achieving improved inventory turns.
Hierarchy for supply chain performance starts from five attributes: costs, responsiveness,
agility, asset management and reliability. External attributes are customer-based and
involve costs and assets. Table 10 contains list of strategic meters for different attributes.
(APICS, 2012.)

Table 10. External and internal SCOR metrics for five different attributes.
ATTRIBUTE
External

STRATEGIC METRICS

Costs

Cost of goods sold
Supply chain management costs

Assets

Return on working capital
Return on supply chain fixed assets
Cash-to-cash cycle time

Internal

Agility

Supply chain adaptability
Supply chain flexibility

Responsiveness

Order fulfillment cycle time

Reliability

Perfect order fulfillment

In addition to table 10, standard SCOR model divides also processes to three levels. Level
1 contains planning, sourcing, execution, delivery and return. Target is to limit the scope to
segments, products and geographies. Level 2 recognizes and configures important factors
related to earlier level. Relevant issue in example is to define whether it’s better to build to
stock or order in long-term. Level 3 involves business activities which can be interpreted
as a lead time. SCOR supports companies to draw more precise overview about strategic
goals, process workflow, value streams and operational indicators. In the end, effectiveness
of supply chain is dependent on information flow, flow of goods, setbacks and delays.
Figure 5 is third presentation of SCOR architecture. (APICS, 2012.)
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FIGURE 5. Modified supply chain performance hierarchy based on five core attributes
with correspond process hierarchies and identified operators (APICS, 2012).

All attributes except assets contain systematic approach. Everything starts from planning.
Product-mix flexibility measures reaction times in production regarding demand shifts and
adaptiveness to manufacture different types of products. Total supply chain cycle time
measures maximum stage-specific lead time with zero inventory levels. Reducing this
cycle time is critical mission for companies as it improves responsiveness. Accurate
forecasts and potential variations against budget affect to reliability. Second steps involves
sourcing. Contractor’s volume flexibility as well as lead times and cycle times should be
available. Late supplies and damaged deliveries are issues related to reliability. Making is
third step. Holding flexibility of production and inventory improves agility. Grading and
packaging cycle times and processing lead times reflects to responsiveness. Quality of
equipment builds up reliability. Deliver functions require volume flexibility and
responsiveness in urgent situations. Delivery lead times and cycle times should be
measured together with late or damaged order deliveries. Return is the last process step.
Returns are unwanted actions and affect negatively to brand, throughput and overall
performance. When the returns occur due to quality issues, warranty and returns processing
costs must be known. Response time to product returns reflects to customer complaints and
product returns. All costs for every level (plan, source, make, deliver, return) should be
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calculated. (APICS, 2012.)

Demand fluctuation is common reason for emerging constraints. If the specific equipment
or procedure cannot sustain volumes to meet demands, shortages become apparent.
Meanwhile project businesses cannot be prepared to build to stock as large variety of
product resources would tie too much resources to inventories. Lack of volume eventually
leads to delays. Estimated workload for every project are defined on a weekly basis by the
case company and this should be done also to potential subcontractors. By doing that, the
prime contractor could reflect subcontractor’s productivity to their own standards. Too
optimistic workload estimations tell just that the subcontractor isn’t able to evaluate their
internal operations sufficiently. To make things worse, sometimes subcontractors offer
rigged schedules just to get the order. Nevertheless, new opportunities might arise if the
subcontractor can beat prime contractor’s productivity on certain aspects. Strategic
partnership should be embolden and best practices should be shared. The prime contractor
could also offer consultation services for subcontractors.

1.4.2 Strategic partnerships
Subcontractors are crucial factors in successful supply chain management. All project
associates have specific expectations regarding project processes and outcomes. Best
results are possible to achieve if the prime contractor can optimize reasonable workload
and freedom for subcontractors. Useful ideas and procedures should be cultivated across
the supply chain. Defining the quality of engagement helps contractors to develop a
partnerships which benefit mutually both sides on a short-term and long-term.

Firms focused solely on low-cost sourcing neglect one important factor: ability to learn.
Sourcing requires mutual agreements about conditions. Content of contract needs to satisfy
both sides in such a way that perceived and expected outcome will be win-win. Learning
process is often not considered to be important but it should be because it offers a method
to engage critical contractors and accumulate valuable information. Technical and cultural
issues affects how well communication link will be established between different sides.
One issue revolves around mutual trust and confidence to share observed problems, plans
and innovations.
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Without strategic partnerships contractors do not have interest to take an order if other
customers at the moment are bigger players. These kinds of customers can bring larger
orders on a table. This makes completely sense for a subcontractor as larger companies can
provide economic stability and high-profile references. In order to achieve these perks,
subcontractors will prioritize assignments to favor big customers. Smaller prime contractor
faces often these kinds of situations. When the first option is obsolete, plan B is needed.
Second subcontractor might lack experience from building specific product, which
weakens the quality and throughput and increases needs for guidance. Short-term
commitments with subcontractors also increase demand for new candidate audits and
inspections. Strategic and tactical engagement models has been used in software industries
but same framework should be applicable to workshop contractors as well. Table 11
introduces strategic engagement models to separate contractors in the terms of
engagement.
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Table 11. Strategic & tactical engagement model (Haziyev & Semenova, 2015).
STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT
MODEL

PRODUCT

STRATEGIC

OFFSHORE /

DEVELOPMENT

CONSULTANCY

NEARSHORE

SERVICES (PDS)

DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
(ODC/NDC)

DESCRIPTION

Maximizes

output

outsourcing

from

partnerships.

Value-driven

consulting,

Extended

which

to

team

boost

capacity excluding project

Contractors offer services to

development efficiencies and

management and leadership

design and co-create products

product qualities. Aims to

responsibilities.

with

customer’s

customers,

product

including

optimization

and

aims

in-house

transformation

and wiser strategic decision

sustainability.

making processes.

RESPONSIBILITY

High

High

Medium

ENGAGEMENT

Products

Products

Products

Outcome-based,

Outcome-based,

Dedicated team

fixed price

fixed price

Long

Medium

SCOPE
PRICING MODEL

ENGAGEMENT

Long

LENGTH

Strategic engagement models are divided to three different models. Product development
services (PDS) aims to maximize outputs from outsourcing partnerships. Contractors are
able to provide complementary set of services starting from co-operational design and
creation where customer is part of project team. When deliveries are done, this type of
contractors also provides product optimization and sustainability. PDS allows to outsource
products lifecycle, meaning that initial planning, design, execution, constant development
of product and customer support are included to outsourced services. Needless to say, this
is the most challenging model as it requires long engagement and high responsibility.
Innovations are most likely to occur in this model. Strategic consultancy aims to maximize
value to a customer by improving their product quality and development efficiencies.
Focus is especially on people, technology and processes. Customer should be able to
establish better strategic decision-

making process. Responsibility is high for the
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contractor while engagement time is average. Calculations for return on investment are
common practice to forecast benefits. Offshore or nearshore development center
(ODC/NDC) staff is managed by the contractor. This offers flexibility as only product
requirements are controlled by customer. ODC/NDC allows multiple projects including
product development, maintenance and testing in example. Engagement length is long
while contractor’s responsibility is average. (Haziyev & Semenova, 2015.)

Tactical engagement is subcategory for strategic engagement. It includes also engagement
scopes, length as well as pricing models and responsibilities. Aim is to define level of
engagement at operational level. Tactical engagement model is presented in table 12.
(Haziyev & Semenova, 2015.)

Table 12. Tactical engagement model (Haziyev & Semenova, 2015).
TACTICAL ENGAGEMENT
MODEL

DESCRIPTION

PROJECT-BASED

TACTICAL

STAFF

CONSULTANCY

AUGMENTATION

Usually fixed development

Number

of

process

services,

which

with

fixed

time

allocations. Requires technical

value-added
are

not

Simplest form of outsourcing
to

extend

in-house

available in-house.

capacity.

Medium

Low

Project/system

Task/component

Time & material

and domain expertise advisors
to subcontractor.

RESPONSIBILI

High

TY
ENGAGEMENT Project/system
SCOPE
PRICING

Dedicated team,

Time & material,

MODEL

fixed price

fixed price

ENGAGEMENT Medium

Short

LENGTH
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Short

team

Models in tactical engagement resemble strategic engagement models. Project-based
model suits well to projects with fixed time, price and assignment scopes. Changes to plans
are not recommended. Project costs and cycle time are lower but so is the flexibility.
Subcontractors need also constant technical and industry consultation by customer or other
experts. In the case of constantly developing requirements or interconnected project, PDS
and ODC/NDC are preferable options. Tactical consultancy contains value-generating
services to directly fill lack of expertise in-house. Price and time are usually fixed except in
research and design, where time and material is better option. Contractor’s engagement
time is short and responsibilities at average levels. Staff augmentation extends in-house
capabilities by harnessing outsourced personnel. Subcontractor’s employees are used to
bring extra capacity for customer’s team competencies. Management-level duties such as
technical leadership and project management is kept in customer’s hands, meaning
constant involvement to supervise subcontractor’s actions. Short engagement length and
low responsibility from the subcontractor’s side are typical features. (Haziyev &
Semenova, 2015.)

Outsourcing should foster the quality of partnerships. Building a relationship usually takes
time so when the prime contractor is conducting contractor mapping and audit visits,
strategic and tactical engagement should be included to decisions. Positive results should
become obvious if the subcontractor is willing to adapt common quality standards while
also collaborating to develop mutual business operations by sharing best practices and
market insights. Needless to say, flow of information during collaboration and audit visits
are intrinsic condition for successful outcomes. Expansion of professional network is also
win-win situation for all sides.
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2

PLATFORM

A platform should be understood as a way to connect value-creating services, goods and
information among producers (subcontractors) and customers (prime contractors). It’s the
medium for exchange, where relevant information is shared and collected. Introduced
platform aims to be adaptive and scalable medium for effective procurement
methodologies. This chapter introduces data processing logic and architecture for the
sourcing platform. (Choudary, Parker & Van Alstyne, 2016.)

2.1 Data processing logic
Approvals and therefore operational actions are outcomes from decision-making processes.
It’s important to understand situations where approvals are necessary and where not.
Coherent decisions should harness quantitative factors from operations, which should be
then presented and translated into qualitative statements. Data processing logic refers to
initial methods to create systematic information flow. Evolution from qualitative data to
quantitative data can be simplified as follows:

1) Approval for actions
2) Data presentation
3) Data segmentation
4) Data analysis
5) Data collection

Relevant data must be collected first. Data collection can either snatch all available data or
just limited number of parameters. Needless to say, optimization from the beginning will
reduce investments later on since all useless data is just noise, which eats computing power
and resources. The following process involves data analysis, where input data will be
condensed and modelled. Data segmentation identifies and classifies discovered data
points. Data may be then presented for observers.
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Approval is precondition for executable actions. It’s important to acknowledge minimum
level of reference data for initial decisions. Decisions however require that observers are
able to sense the information in example visually or verbally. Role of optimal data
presentation is embedded to psychometrics and preferences, which is not however
discussed here. Target is provide modular solution, which allows flexible framework for
user-specific presentations.

2.2 Architecture
Purpose of software architecture is to ensure that necessary requirements will be fulfilled
from operational and technical aspects. Choices at this stage have to address management
aspects, security and performance targets as well as scalability and maintenance issues.
Software architecture connects the system, users and business needs. Constant
development of businesses means that the architecture must be able to adapt changes.
Common generalization of software architecture is illustrated in figure 6. (Bass, Clements
& Kazman, 2003).

FIGURE 6. Components in classical software architecture (MSDN, 2017).
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Architecture contains usually four content layers: presentation layer, services layer,
business layer and data layer. All these layers are connected to cross-cutting functions,
which are related to security, communications and operational management. In addition,
the data layer is always connected to data sources and services. Presentation layer interacts
with users. It’s possible to simplify platform architecture by applying data processing logic
introduced earlier. Outcome is presented in figure 7.

FIGURE 7. Simplified platform architecture for the model.

Presentation layer will be used in decision-making processes. Service layer segments the
data while data layer is designed to conduct analysis. Business layer has been merged into
service and data layers. Data sources refer to sensor data and references. This requires
instrumentation for applicable methods, which are discussed in next chapter.

2.3 Presentation layer
Presentation layer is responsible for connecting end-users to data services in such a way
that input and output commands can be conducted effortlessly. User interface (UI) delivers
visual logic for users from other layers. UI is like a decoder, which interprets data for
users. Visual layout for the interface is not included as it’s highly influenced by other
layers.
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2.3.1 End-users
End-users are divided to internal and external users. Internals are employees working
directly for the company while external users are contractors. Users can affect the
presentation logic if necessary to adjust user experience. Internal users can define data
accesses for external users to share necessary data. Minimum information about external
users should contain company’s name, location, expertise and expected field of
collaboration. Role of users can shift from producer to customer and vice versa.

2.3.2 User interface components
Purpose of user interface (UI) is to exchange information between human operators and
operating platform. This means that the interface is connected to various data processes.
Some are connected to all processes as some are associated only with limited number of
functions like collection or analysis. UI must be able to present relevant information in
such a way that encourages users to interact effortlessly. Client identification helps to
customize and optimize user experience as well as to control user accesses to database
content. UI must have input and output feed as well as navigation system to select feeds.
Dynamic search function allows effortless search for relevant data and tools in two steps.
First stage is to make unlimited search inquiry. Second stage allows users to stack up
search filters easily by relevant search directories selections.

Users and the platform interactions requires change of data quanta, which are minimum
amount of information transformed from one to another. User can input data into the
platform only by keyboard, touch screen or cursor. These methods convert analogical
touch outputs into digital inputs. The platform outputs are digital, which are then converted
into analogical inputs by users via visual receptors. Besides human-based sensor data,
process-specific parameters should be captured from production as well. This would mean
that use of platform should include machines as well. Configurations are however more
difficult to deploy for production equipment as the number of sensors and observable
physical parameters increase drastically.
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2.4 Service layer
Service layers is a medium between presentation and data layers. Its role is to model the
business logic and provide easy and scalable access to data sets. Service functions are
effective shortcuts for more complex tools. Service layer must be also somewhat adjustable
for the end-user. Logic for service layer is introduced in figure 8.

FIGURE 8. Service layer for the platform.

Instruments in service layer are separated by two classifiers: users and timestamped
operations. User module contains information about the user, preference settings and log
out option. Purpose of user module is to indicate current user and allow flexible
modifications for preferable settings. Past module contains archives while present module
is current process actuator. Future module is optimizer, which uses previous modules to
estimate optimal process outcomes. Service interface is described below.
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All services can be arranged by division classifiers and module classifiers. Each module
contains five subservices, which are targeted for different divisions. In example, purchasers
are interested about suppliers while logistics are concerned about distributors. Procurement
wants to collect certifications from potential contractors while production should document
inspections from processed products. Service logics are presented in figure 9.

FIGURE 9. Service logic divided into division classifier and module classifier. Colors
indicate dependencies between classifiers.

Service logic contains 35 services. All services are available with less than four selections.
End-user can also neglect other classifier completely. Basically there are no limitations
how many divisions or modules can be implemented but service logic was limited to touch
only operators, which are involved closely to sourcing processes. Division classifier and
module classifier with services will be discussed next.

2.4.1 Division classifier
Division classifier has five entities: procurement, purchase, logistics, production and
product management. Each entity has its own slots in modules services. This kind of
classification aims to simplify user interface processes and improve modularity for the
service layer. Goal is to offer representatives easy access to relevant information.
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2.4.2 Module classifier
Module classifier is like distributed service database, which is divided to seven modules:
overview, stakeholders, planning, mapping, repositories, transactions and documents. Each
module has five services arranged by division classifiers. Total number of services is
therefore 35. However, number of services should not be rigid at this stage.

2.4.2.1 Overview
Overview helps users to briefly monitor current situation about most relevant topics such
as projects, resources, map of deliveries, production workflow and design tasks. Purpose is
to offer simple visualizations, recommendations and notifications what is happening on a
daily basis.

2.4.2.2 Stakeholders
Stakeholders contain details about potential candidates for collaboration as well as
information about suppliers, distributors, subcontractors and consultants. This module
connects stakeholder’s attributes and process parameters in order to help end-users to
benchmark performance levels for associates.

2.4.2.3 Planning
Planning module harnesses algorithms in resource and process allocations. Different
project outcomes can be simulated by various configurations, which support decisionmaking processes in operational level. Planning module could be considered as a risk
management tool. One kind of risk is related to inventory levels. Logistic representatives
could set thresholds for inventory levels. When inventories are decreased below allowed
threshold level, purchasers should be informed.

2.4.2.4 Mapping
Mapping module measures key attributes, values, variables and such. Mapped parameters
can be divided to scores, indexes, levels, timestamped ratings and probabilities. Scores and
indexes are mere estimates without physical metrics. Mapping of contractors, resources
and processes are assigned in this module. Mapping module aims to track only operational
progress.
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2.4.2.5 Transactions
Transactions module includes contracts, fill rates, delivery times, cycle times and design
lead times. Difference to mapping module is that transactions module describes only
finished processes so it’s also a reference level.

2.4.2.6 Repositories
Repositories contain information about given assignments, inventories, dispatches,
throughputs and drawings. All repositories are highly linked to sensor data, which should
be updated constantly. Inadequate refresh rate in any repository reflects to other modules
by reducing their accuracy.

2.4.2.7 Documents
Documentation module is divided to certifications, confirmations, receipts, inspections and
reports. It’s also the core for quality control, which means that all issues related to
reclamations could be processed in this module.

2.5 Data layer
Data layer controls entire performance data used in modelling processes. It connects user
experience and applications by collecting, processing and passing inputs and outputs.
Structure of data layer should be adaptive and logical to guarantee that it won’t need
pivotal reconstruction later on due evolving business dynamics. Data layer is like an
encoder, which aims to produce message from given data. Primary focus is to analyze data
points with standardized methods. Modelled data layer is introduced in figure 10.
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FIGURE 10. Data layer structure for sourcing platform.

Data layer is a matrix organizational structure divided to four different classes: operators,
organizers, collectors and processors. Only human-dependent entity is operator while
others are either system-dependent or process-dependent aggregates. Related connections
between different subclasses are illustrated by color indicators. Further details are
described below.

2.5.1 Operator class
Operator is either developer or client. Developer is basically a service agent, which is
responsible for synthetizing and updating base values for entire data layer. This means that
developers must adjust variables and attributes (references) as well as algorithms
(modelling) and database configurations. Client (or customer) is end-user, who doesn’t
have access to change base values. End-users are defined by existing user data accesses,
which are either predefined or based on user reputations.

2.5.2 Organizer class
Organizer class is dictated by parameters. Identifier connects parameters such as user
attributes to process variables. Services are application interfaces linked to process models.
Synchronizer is designed to prevent data fragmentation.
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2.5.3 Collector class
Collector class collects user data and transaction data including spatial and temporal
information from data inputs. Temporal data can be either caching memory or just
continuous timestamp record for transactions. Import/export data requires that data is
always converted into appropriate data format. Information should be also condensed to
avoid repetitive data series or irrelevant details, which won’t match with base values.
Integration between databases saves time from routine tasks but it is also essential element
if the target is to implement source data automation.

Spreadsheet conversions to Structured Query Language (SQL) would become handy in
future as the data accumulates. Advantages of using relational databases such as SQL are
in example single-command searches and organized data structures without need to modify
details. Nevertheless, use of non-relational databases would become desirable if the
primary focus is in flexibility while the volume of acquired data is increasing without
predefined structures. Non-relational data includes sensor data and coordinates in example.
Process mapping contains data, which should be rather collected to non-relative database.
Therefore, if scalability and cloud computing features are important factors, non-relative
database is better choice for classical platform structure. Meanwhile, user data is narrowly
defined but accumulates as more clients will be mapped and connected to process outputs.
Combination of different databases could reduce risks on later implementation stages.
Incomplete solution is suggested in figure 11.
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FIGURE 11. Database model for project businesses.

Figure 10 indicates that project performance is always outcome of synchronized processes
and resources. Centralized database is designed only for internal users. Decentralized
database doesn’t necessary require separated physical database: it could be just a protocol
to connect or transfer data from centralized database to distributed databases. Highest
demand for distributed information includes contracts, transactions and project
requirements. This information would benefit all stakeholders as whole supply chain could
be monitored. Distributed database doesn’t mean that the prime contractor would be
obliged to give intellectual property. On the contrary, blockchain technology offers
features to secure data from competitors and adds robustness against hardware failures.
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2.5.4 Processor class
Processor class is fully automated level, which uses predefined algorithms to grant user
authorizations, analyze input data and convert data sets into standardized forms. Goal of
analytics engine is to reduce workload and increase detection of patterns and anomalies.
Accelerated information flow can give leverage against competitors but only with smart
optimization of processes. Brute tactics like use of more powerful computing platforms
isn’t recommended as the volume of raw data tends to increase while need for input
resources increases. Therefore, analytics engine should concentrate to harness only
minimum number of algorithms to make implementation process simpler for system
developers as well as for end-users. Figure 12 is Venn diagram, which describes key
relations between different data analysis tools.

FIGURE 12. Venn diagram of data analysis tools (Mitchell-Guthrie, 2014).

Data mining plays central role in data analysis processes. Its sphere touches methods such
as statistics, pattern recognition, machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI) and
neurocomputing. Data mining requires also access to databases, which provides necessary
data for analysis methods. All of these data entities together create an environment for
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). The ideal solution would be autonomous data
processor with ability to analyze continuously databases. (Mitchell-Guthrie, 2014.)
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2.6 Cross-cutting issues
Cross-cutting issues can affect to all layers. These issues are related to security concerns,
operational management and communication methods between layers and other platforms.
All entities are somehow related to information flow, which needs to be secured, integrated
and available only for stakeholders.

2.6.1 Security
Security in this context means that all information should be controlled, monitored,
maintained and restricted. Whenever the developer, user, platform or database interacts,
there is channel with potential security threat. Risks are be related to system errors,
intellectual properties and privacy. Malfunctions with system can be mitigated by
debugging and backups. Blockchain technology possesses features, which can improve
security in all aspects. In example, intellectual properties for drawings can be secured by
controlled access to files. There is also possibility to embed authenticators to files to
address original owners. Use of distributed database means that access to user data is
highly secured as access to information is possible only via private key hashes. Illegal
attempts without key hashes would require insurmountable amount of computing power,
which could be met only by quantum computers in future.

2.6.2 Operational management
The platform should be integrated with operational management methods to improve
monitoring capabilities. Goal is to make management easier but this is often difficult to
realize as the number of tools increases. Process indicators are either collected directly
from physical processes with sensors or from databases used by current management tools.
Problem with sensor data is related to initial investments, configuration of bus channels
and sensor calibrations. Use of sensors is more difficult to implement with manual
processes, which include qualitative evaluations. Data import from external databases is
problematic if imported format is encrypted or use of data is legally prohibited in other
platforms.
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2.6.3 Communications
Ability to receive and send messages from various sources can greatly enhance user
experience and data analytics. In optimal solution incoming and outgoing information is in
digital form. Format should be supported or open for conversions. However, conversion of
analogical data such as handwritten documents would be useful feature if imported data is
taken from archives. This also creates opportunity to use the platform to digitalize
analogical documents and use converted information in data analysis to improve processes.
Analytics engine could be used also to process and condense relevant information from
pictures, verbal clues and networks. In summary, communications should be divided to
human-related and machine-related messages. Target for cross-platform communications
should be to integrate and distribute information flow between all decision-making levels.
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3

INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation creates a framework for sourcing parameters. Goal is to quantify and then
qualify company’s operations on all decision-making levels. Measurement of operations
and results is most reliable premise to gain insight to improvements and internal evolution.
SPIM offers set of management tools to address simultaneously workshop qualities,
procurement planning and throughput targets. Contractor’s prowess can be mapped
effortlessly only if performance targets and quality requirements are defined, monitored
and analyzed for processes and resources. Combination of these instruments gives an
overview for project planning.

3.1 Project planning
Project planning is an application host for tools to study and present variables between
processes, contractors and resources. Therefore, it has to connect all instruments into single
domain. Following key methods include critical chain project management and project
simulation setups with modelled system relations.

3.1.1 Critical chain project management
Critical chain project management (CCPM) belongs to constraint-based management
methods. First difference to conventional project management methods is its alternative
approach to scheduling philosophy. Projects and activities are set to start as late as
possible. This way the critical path becomes obvious by setting first the project deadline
and then adjusting project activities according to resource conflicts. Individual project
tasks schedules should not be fixed. Normally project tasks with fixed schedules tend to
create minimum effort culture, where starts will be postponed. Outcome is inefficient use
of time from company’s perspective. Therefore, CCPM takes into considerations also
human psychology.
Employee’s prowess could be tested if allocated time for the task would be 25 hours
instead of 40 hours. All excessive hours would be placed to project buffer. Now the person
who uses 30 hours normally for the task uses five hours from project buffer. Use of buffer
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penetration offers simple tool to measure effectiveness for employees and processes.
Target isn’t to exhaust personnel however. Rather, target is to measure fluctuations in
production and direct employees to conduct internal consultation to each other. Growth
mindset possesses higher ability to improvements than fixed mindset. Other aspect is to
acknowledge that people actually enjoy more being fully engaged to single task instead of
multi-tasking or being let loose. Work-in-progress will be reduced with late starts because
all workloads are distributed based on avoiding those conflicts. Later starts also cause
delays to cash flows, meaning that net present value is maximized for the project. The
problem of delaying starts is that all project activities will become crucial without buffers.
Thus, efficient resource buffer management should be created for projects. Figure 13
presents triad which connects four major conditions in projects. (Goldratt, 1984; 1997;
Vanhoucke, 2012.)

FIGURE 13. Project goal requirements triad (Leach, 2000).

Outsourced project in sourcing can be considered to start when the prime contractor
(customer) decides to assign the contractor (producer). Conditions such as compensations,
schedule and scope must fit to available resources. Resource is pivotal component as it
affects to costs, scopes and schedules. Costs indicates how much money from the budget
has been allocated into the project. Scope defines standard framework for the project with
desired minimum results. Schedule allocates maximum time allowed to spend with the
project. These conditions are interconnected, meaning that if one condition stretches,
others do as well. And indeed, when the project schedule stretches, costs increase. When
costs increase, completion of project stretches. Longer schedule gives also chances to
change project scope. When the scope changes, schedule and costs stretch. Consequently,
the project has been successful when following conditions are satisfied:
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1) Project has been completed on time.
2) Project scope was delivered.
3) Project expenses were lower than allocated budget (Leach, 2000).

One of most intriguing features of CCPM is its ability to identify effectively constraints in
all kinds of processes. It should be repeated that buffers measure only time units. Thus, it’s
applicable to any process with schedule. The goal might be to settle meetings or personal
activities in example. Even if the case company could not harness CCPM immediately in
manufacturing, it could be used to in other faculties.

Project risk management estimates and controls evolving costs, schedule and scope of the
project. Risks can be identified, transferred, insured and mitigated. Risk are evaluated by
their impact and their probability. Critical chain project management is applicable to risk
management as risk detections and classifications eventually lead to root cause analysis.
Thereby, CCPM is actually risk-oriented approach because it acknowledges special
constraints for each step which lead to disruptions. Risk could be interpreted in example
from project buffers. (Leach, 2000.)

3.1.2 Project simulation
Simulation is a stochastic method used to predict behavior of a system with different time
sequences.

Creation

of

proper

simulation

models

requires

identification

and

characterization of specific behaviors and features of components in the system. Goal is to
identify key variables for system performance by quantifying the impact of changes in
internal policies and conditions. (Tag, 2014.)

Design of project simulation layout starts from determination of system relations.
Identification of simulation analysis process and desired outputs should be done after that.
Description of used simulation tools shall be presented before describing test setups.
Simulations are conducted by repetitive calculations with randomized values from specific
threshold. Range of variables must be based on real fluctuations or predetermined data
inputs. Failing to do this would turn simulations mere lottery machines.
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3.1.3 System relations
Analysis of system relations is conducted by formal logic by discovering causal links
between subjects. In example, B happens only if A happens and so forth. System diagrams
were used to describe project business flow. Comprehensive system layout also helps to set
correct inputs and outputs. Drawing of system diagrams presents visually relations between
system components. However, notation for system relations diagrams must be addressed
before presenting model diagrams. An arrow from A to B identifies impact to B caused by
A, while black arrow means that A leads to increases in B. A red arrow has reversed effect
from A to B, meaning that A leads to decreases in B. (Tag, 2014.)

Business processes should be understood as the most fundamental elements for the system
analysis. Ultimate target is always to produce profits. Catalysts for such kind of objective
are throughput, sufficient quality, monetization and availability of products or services,
which lead to market shares. Realization of increasing portion from market shares means
growing revenues usually but only if market dynamics won’t change drastically. System
analysis doesn’t include analysis about market demands. Figures 14 were drawn to present
typical project business flow.

FIGURE 14. Diagram relations between market shares and project duration (Tag, 2014).
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Market share increases when availability and quality increases while price decreases.
Revenues and thus profits increase as the market share increases. Longer project duration
decreases availability and quality while costs increase, which eventually leads to decreases
in profits. Increased costs are compensated with higher prices, thus decreasing market
share. Figure 15 takes a closer look what components actually affect to project duration.
(Tag, 2014.)

FIGURE 15. Diagram relations between allocation policies and project duration (Tag,
2014).

Project duration increases when task start delays and duration of tasks increase. Rework
increases task durations. Task start delays decrease when resources are available, which
can be increased with scheduled resources. Resource proficiency increases with available
resources. Resource utilization however affects negatively in availability of resources.
Rework and work required increase resource utilization. Task durations and rework
decrease when resource proficiency increases. Allocation policy is now in a situation
where it faces challenges to create optimal balance between rework, available resources
and task durations only by using scheduled resources. Figures 13 and 14 should be
considered as different modules from same project simulation setup. (Tag, 2014.)
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3.2 Process mapping
Process mapping contains three key components: critical chain network analysis, buffer
penetration charts and throughput accounting ratio. Critical chain network is designed to
recognize optimal allocation for project flow based on task relations and durations. Buffer
penetration charts measure only consumed time for tasks and projects, so initial schedules
must be defined in advance. Throughput accounting ratio (TPAR) is a combination of
capital inputs and outputs as well as actual process times. Assumption is that defects in
product qualities won’t need own indicators as reclamations, prepares and delays directly
reflect consumed time and capital. Figure 16 is overview for the process mapping logic.

FIGURE 16. The process mapping logic.

Division class separates managing entities to three different categories. Process starts from
products because the product is first precondition for sales. Division class helps the case
company to compare and benchmark products, contractors as well as projects. Task
process class identifies task sequences and durations. Difference between both classes is
that formerly mentioned is designed to segment data while latterly mentioned is a collector.
Use of both classes helps to create data analysis module, which in this case shall be
presented in the form of critical chain network. Various project duration outputs and key
connections can be now simulated. Buffer penetration chart module takes values from the
critical chain network and then visualizes time consumption dedicated to different
divisions. It also identifies time constraints during different stages of projects. Larger
sample sizes in simulations can help to detect critical variables faster but requires more
computing power.
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3.2.1 Critical chain network
Modelling of critical chain network requires only tasks sequences and durations. Network
of tasks is visualized based on task predecessors. This naturally means that project
organization needs to know where to start and what tasks are connected. Each task will
receive five parameters: early start, late start, early finish, late finish and actual finish.
Earliest start plus actual finish together equals early finish, which is next successor’s early
start. If there are multiple tasks required to start next one, only longest early finish will be
considered. Early starts and finish times will be calculated for each task sequentially. In
last task the process will be inverted by setting late finish to equal to early finish. After that
late start is calculated by subtracting late finish with actual finish. Predecessors will take
value of smallest late start and handle it as a late finish. Figure 17 demonstrates critical
simulation with random values. (Goldratt, 1984; 1997; Vanhoucke, 2012.)

FIGURE 17. Simulation of task management network with identified critical chains.

Critical chain in figure 16 contains tasks A, C, G, J, K, L, N, P and R. Task will be
considered as critical chain components if start and finish times are equal. Simultaneous
critical chain tasks create issue about prioritization. This kind of situation can be seen
between tasks J and K. In this case the decision should be made according to project buffer
penetration. Tasks in non-critical chain should be prioritized according to feeding buffer
penetration. If the buffer penetration levels are equal, closest deadline defines which
project has the primary priority. (Goldratt, 1984; 1997; Vanhoucke, 2012.)
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One person needs to set pace for actions in critical chain. This so called drum manager
prioritizes project activities. Projects are scheduled to obey drum schedule. Buffer
management responsibilities belong to all managers involved with the project.
Consequences of successful buffer management is that projects are finished in advance,
meaning that the scope was well-defined and money was saved from the budget. Once the
company can establish faster throughput times, it’s also able to sell more and faster than
competitors with equal quality. Buffer management brings robustness as sudden project
changes can be tested, measured and analyzed by buffer control. Steady operations also
reduce maintenance, which can be achieved by minimizing stops. If operations stop often,
wear will increase due inertial changes. (Goldratt, 1984; 1997; Vanhoucke, 2012.)

3.2.2 Buffer penetration
Synthesis of buffer penetration chart is the key part in CCPM. Project tasks need to be
divided to time units such as days with estimated time left. Completion is calculated by
subtracting initial overall workload estimation with project buffer and then dividing the
subtraction with initial overall estimate. Therefore buffer penetration charts are able to
express project constraints in proportional time units. Buffer penetration percentages tells
how many percentages of project buffer has been consumed and it’s calculated by dividing
buffer penetration units with reserved buffer units. Buffer burn rate measures trends
regarding time constraints. (Caspari & Caspari, 2004; Goldratt, 1984; 1997.)

Implementation of CCPM is concretized in the path planning. It starts by addressing drumbuffer-rope –effect (DBR), which is constraint-inventory-threshold analogy. Its aim is to
synchronize production hierarchies. Work-in-process and size of inventories should be
always minimized. DBR requires precise feedback from inventory levels. First task is to
set due date. Second task is to remove task-specific buffers and then place removed buffers
into project buffer at the end of the project. Common practice is to remove 50 % of time
allocated for tasks. Critical chain feeding buffer is placed at the end of project task. Both of
these buffers are measured in time units. Resource buffer or flag is a tool to ensure that
resources are available in the critical chain. (Caspari & Caspari, 2004; Goldratt, 1984;
1997; Vanhoucke, 2012.)
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Role of buffers is not only limited to offer backup reserve for delays: they are also progress
indicators. Status reports from project buffer penetration, cost buffer penetration and
critical chain feeding buffers penetration will give the project overall status of completed
critical chain activities. Weekly reports from feeding buffer and project buffer support
effective decision-making policies. If necessary, the company can also use cost buffer,
which is sized to correlate with project risks. Difference between scheduled buffers and
cost buffer is that firstly mentioned protects the schedule while second protects the budget.
Estimated project costs should reserve certain percentage for cost buffer. Visualization of
buffer penetration is done by fever chart, which is demonstrated in figure 18. (Caspari &
Caspari, 2004; Goldratt, 1984; 1997; Vanhoucke, 2012.)

FIGURE 18. Fever chart of project buffer penetration during the project.

Fever chart can measure any kind of performance progressions. In this case the project is
measured by consumed time instead of resources. Different thresholds are expressed with
different colors and their projection is defined by predetermined buffers. Red zone absorbs
variation of special causes while yellow zone absorbs variation of common causes. Green
zone represents expected variation. Applications for buffer charts are not only limited to
production: it’s usable for all tasks which consume time. Buffer burn rate is another metric
to measure abnormalities in buffer consumption. It’s a ratio of buffer penetration and
project progression of critical chain. If the project buffer penetration is in example 60 %
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but completion of critical chain is 30 %, the buffer burn rate ratio is 1,5. Higher the buffer
burn rate, higher the occurrence of problems. This means that the buffer chart could be
actually control and analysis chart for all internal processes. Certain trigger points and
trend analysis related to this could become effective part of decision-making processes.
(Caspari & Caspari, 2004.)

3.2.3 Task hierarchies
Each product has predetermined workloads in time units. Manufactured products and
delivered services require specific processes, resources as well as process sequences and
durations. Completion of tasks isn’t possible without materials, tools and operators. First
task in workshops is to cut material to desired dimensions. Then parts will be inspected,
welded and once again inspected. Machining and assembly are last tasks. This hierarchy
describes common sequence cycle for workshops. Completion of these tasks should be
however constantly evaluated. As some products are actually components in bigger
projects, management indicators become more elusive.

Basic process analogy can be deduced to state that number of tasks is always larger than
number of products while number of products is always larger than number of projects.
This project hierarchy forms a network of connected transactions. If one critical tasks fails,
the product completion postpones. Outcome of this is that whole project will be delayed.
Complex nature of task network is visualized in figure 19.

FIGURE 19. Simplification of task network components with desired inputs and outputs.
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Each task should contain information about duration, desired start and finish dates,
resource requirements and rework probabilities. Duration is calculated by subtracting
finish date from start date. Predecessors and successors are identified with resource
requirements. Only outputs presented in results are time unit and sequence of tasks.
Rework probability is variable (weight), which allows to try different scenarios with
various rework requirements.

Number of tasks and shared connections increase along with production capacity. Each
task contain certain weight for required duration. Additional weight can measure in
example probabilities to repeat tasks for some reason. Each task has also relation to other
tasks, which means that some tasks won’t start before precedent task is completed. Actions
in task network produce information about transactions. This information gives access to
deliver performance outputs such as critical chains, throughput metrics and buffer
penetration levels. Critical chain identifies optimal resource allocation policy for tasks.
Buffer penetration charts reveal time constraints for projects, then for products and then for
task groups.

3.3

Contractor mapping

Contractor mapping module (CMM) is operational and tactical evaluation tool to evaluate
different subcontractors based on their compatibility for the case company’s needs. Module
is divided to supply selection criteria, contractor platform criteria and contractor auditing
criteria. Target is to synthetize hierarchical procedure to inspect potential contractors with
recognized sourcing parameters, mutual platforms and statistical tools. Desirable outcome
is to reduce required work by the prime contractor to collect and evaluate information
about candidates and current contractors.

3.3.1 Supply selection criteria
Supply selection criteria (SSC) harnesses SCOR metrics. SSC presents overall index for
five key factors: reliability, responsiveness, agility, costs and asset management. SSC is
designed to be used evaluation tool to identify and monitor most suitable contractors. It can
be consider also as a synchronizer tool for the supply chain operations. SSC emphasizes
co-operational skills and available information. At the same time meaning of costs
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decrease in overall rating. This model drives selection toward strategic partnership as all
information should be shared from different SCOR categories.

SSC uses binary valuation to evaluate issues. This simplifies evaluation processes for all
associates. Selection between three options (ternary valuation) would require additional
evaluation policies as the distinction between boundary values becomes murky. Lack of
verification and insight between two seemingly equal options leads ultimately to coin
flipping. Therefore, extrapolation of evaluation process into binary values adds robustness
for monitoring duties and data processing logic. SSC represents indexes based on
contractor’s prowess and issue averages. Indexes can be weighted in order to test different
key variables and add easier interface for extrapolations.

3.3.1.1 Reliability
Reliability of subcontractor helps the prime contractor to forecast project results.
Commitment of staff and employees to their business should be evaluated. Open record of
deliveries and acceptable on-time performance is another kind of issue, which indicates
trustful interactions. All reclamations and order details should be documented and
available. Project management should have also tools to monitor and document projects
and subcategories such as level of supplies. Existing procurement plans and perfect order
fulfillments should be calculated.

3.3.1.2 Responsiveness
Evaluation of responsiveness requires access to documented operations such as order
fulfillment cycle times, source cycle times, make cycle times and deliver cycle times.
Material flow and information flow should be measured and documented. Order fulfillment
rate and integrated production control internally would also signify prowess to responsive
executions.

3.3.1.3 Agility
Agility helps to understand contractor’s flexibility and adaptiveness on different occasions.
Contractors should have access to tools or methods to respond to external influences or
marketplace changes. Perceived pricing model and readiness to apply necessary changes or
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actions regardless of internal hierarchy reflect flexibility. Adaptiveness in manufacturing
operations and additional services should increase as well flexibility. Procedures to
measure upside supply chain flexibility and adaptability, downside supply chain
adaptability or overall value at risk are also useful indicators to understand how agile the
contractor is.

3.3.1.4 Costs
Costs involve availability of labor costs, material costs, management costs as well as
transportation costs. Cost of goods sold and total cost to serve should be available as well
as cost calculation model documentation. Different cost factors could be added later to
address different accounting values. In example, availability of throughput accounting
metrics could help significantly the prime contractor to calculate process mapping features.

3.3.1.5 Asset management
Asset management efficiency requires documented plans for inventory reduction.
Availability of return of supply chain fixed assets and return of working capital along with
cash-to-cash cycle times, capacity utilization rate and inventory days of supply could be
included as well.
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3.3.2 Contractor platform criteria
Contractor platform criteria (CPC) is a host interface for integrated outsourcing variables.
Basically it combines candidate audits, intra-audits and post-audit processes. Common
platform can be in example same language, culture or legal entity. It can be also digital
program or set of quality practices. Integration should aim to remove miscommunication
and therefore halts from various processes. Integrated platforms help to identify and track
supply chains and strategic targets without losing time trying to interpret bilateral
information flow. Raw classification of contractor platform types with examples in
brackets are defined as follows:

1) Legal platform (Finland, European Union, World Trade Organization)
2) Natural platform (culture, language, values)
3) Digital platform (operating system, product data management, databases)
4) Economic platform (currency, market boosters, strategies)
5) Infrastructure platform (transportation network, internet connection)
6) Environmental platform (sustainable factors, carbon dioxide emissions)

This array of platform issues should be constantly evaluated. New issues might require
additional platform issues while some might require subordination. Evaluation principle
for parameters in CPC is similar to SSC as both use binary issues and weight
configurations. Scores in SPC are explained below.

3.3.2.1 Legal platform score
Legal platform score (LPS) defines legal barriers, which could hamper co-operational
actions. Lack of proper interpretation of legal issues together with communication barriers
can prevent completely mutual collaboration. In example, it’s important to address does the
subcontractor operates from legal entity, which is member of larger political entity such as
European Union. All legal procedures should documented and explained clearly as well as
contract procedures. Unpredictable internal and external policies in destination country
increase business risks. Perceived level of bureaucracy indicates how easy it is to operate
legally in a host state. Protection of immaterial rights should be properly addressed as well
as presence of direct competitors in contractor’s contacts.
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3.3.2.2 Natural platform score
Natural platform score (NPS) measures cultural and communicative aspects such native
language, availability of translators or translations. It can also address possibility of
occurring natural catastrophes in environment. The quality of written documents should be
comprehensible. Responsiveness of the contractor and willingness to communicate and
address issues are also cultural outcomes. Natural issues seem to be most abstract platform
to address.

3.3.2.3 Digital platform score
Digital platform score (DPS) describes what digital platforms are used by the subcontractor
such as data warehouse, data analysis tools and rate of digitalized documents. Also used
applications like enterprise resource planning system and product data management
systems can indicate interesting opportunities for consultation or integration. It should be
known if the contractor has available internal data experts or who provides these services
externally. Overview of modelled data systems should become visible when issues related
to DPS can be answered. DPS also gains insight about what systems are mutually used and
what aren’t. If the contractor uses different systems, it should be notified and explained.
This can help the prime contractor to develop their internal systems. DPS also evaluates
possibilities to add openness and interpretation of documents between the prime and
subcontractor. DPS is probably the most important as well as easiest platform score to
evaluate. It is also important catalyst for deeper supply chain integrations.

3.3.2.4 Economic platform score
Economic platform score (EPS) aims to recognize subcontractor’s economic trends such as
cash flows and growth targets compared to actual numbers. Accounting methods should be
documented and explained in order to understand how economic success is measured.
Economic numbers will not be comparable without integrated accounting principles.
Availability of subcontractor’s business roadmap and strategy could help to establish
strategic partnerships. Performance targets and metrics should be available for employees.
Investments should be explained to support strategic targets.
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3.3.2.5 Infrastructure platform score
Infrastructure platform score (IPS) evaluates accesses to digital and physical networks.
Networks express responsiveness and costs to move information and items between the
prime contractor, subcontractor and customers. Physical location of the contractor and
availability of internet connection are first issues to address. Information about available
logistic companies and established trade routes via highways, air or waterways can be
easily discovered.

Also population centers nearby can indicate efficiency of local

infrastructure.

3.3.2.6 Engagement platform score
Engagement platform score (ENPS) harnesses strategic and tactical engagement models,
which were discussed earlier. Issues are related to availability of co-design services,
strategic or tactical consultancy, development centers, project-based engagement and staff
augmentation. Information about pricing mechanisms and scope of adjustable engagement
along with time allocations and development processes should be included as well as level
of responsibilities. ENPS evaluates possibilities to harness subcontractor’s services more
effectively from strategic perspectives.

3.3.3 Contractor auditing criteria
Contractor auditing criteria (CAC) is divided into digital and physical activities. Goal is to
simplify and reduce workload from prime contractors in auditing processes. CAC contains
four different scores: technical qualifications score (TQS) and sustainability qualifications
score (SQS) constitute together candidate score (CAS) while technical prowess score
(TPS) and sustainability audit score (SAS) constitute intra-audit score. Evaluation is done
with binary issues, and user can add weigh for every issue to extrapolate requirements.
Absolute scores as well as weighted scores are presented. Comparisons between candidates
or contractors are based on overall and individual issue scores. The subcontractor with
scores above averages should help the prime contractor to make decision to continue
collaboration with existing contractors or make a new deal with appropriate candidate.
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3.3.3.1 Pre-audit score
Pre-audit score is almost identical with audition checklists used already by the case
company. Emphasis has been on digital certification. Issues are related to predefined
procedures and standards. Potential subcontractors are required to answer digitally to those
issues. If the answer is yes, additional field will require attachment such as official
certification or other documents, which elaborates adequately issue procedures. This kind
of model means that CAS outsources pre-auditing responsibilities from the prime
contractor to candidates, which releases resources from the prime contractor. Pre-audit
score however helps also candidates to integrate offers in their pre-audit duties.

3.3.3.2 Intra-audit score
Determination of intra-audit score (IAS) requires direct sensor data, which must be
collected and documented. Most of issues are based on direct observations at the plant
floor. Problems is how well observations during auditing correlate normal conditions.
Continuous observation would give real picture about subcontractor’s prowess but it is not
possible due limited partnerships, resources and trust. IAS could be digitalized by using
goggles with augmented vision capabilities, eddy current testing in weld inspections and
virtual reality to introduce facilities. These features would serve especially needs to
constantly monitor quality throughput. Implementations however would require excellent
data connections, comprehensive guidelines and ability to harness advanced computer
vision algorithms and data analysis tools.

3.3.4 Mirror index
Synchronized performance targets should be measured by business entities after the project
is completed. This post-project evaluation can be done between the prime contractor and
the subcontractor with mirror indexes, which measure how business entities perceived
mutual communication methods and performance targets. Goal is also to discover mutual
readiness to deepen strategic co-operations in future. Feedback will be given with simple
survey poll with binary answers. Figure 20 illustrates formation of mirror indexes.
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FIGURE 20. Mirror index formations.

Once the project is finished, prime contractors and subcontractors are asked to fill identical
survey polls to evaluate their actions and collaborator’s actions regarding project
coordination. Self-evaluation and feedback for collaborator are then compared to measure
internal and external mirror indexes. Internal mirror index reflects how stakeholder’s selfevaluation correlates with given feedback by collaborator. External mirror indexes are
divided to project mirror index (PMI) and coordination mirror index (CMI). PMI illustrates
number of positive answers for every issue based on self-evaluations and feedbacks. CMI
compares answers from internal mirror index, telling how well both sides agreed about
coordination issues.
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3.4 Resource planning
Resources are physical items used in production or value transactions such as knowledge
or capital, yet knowledge and focus are usually valued with capital. Most universal
resource is however time, which cannot be generated. Only way to save resources is to
reduce time constraints. Therefore, resource allocation policies can be modelled based on
consumes time and capital. These variables control flow of production utilities such as
consumables, tools and personnel. Control of resources requires that there are efficient
accounting method to calculate value of resources.

3.4.1 Throughput accounting
Throughput accounting is a cost accounting method, where focus is directed to address
consumed time in production. Throughput measures production rates for specific process
in specific time scale. In other words, throughput tells how much products or revenue the
company is able to deliver in certain period of time. Throughput can be calculated in many
ways. At strategic level throughput equals sales revenue minus direct material costs. Cycle
times are calculated from lead time. Work-in-process time is calculated by summing used
raw materials, direct labor, factory overhead and operating inventory goods in process, and
then excluding ending inventory. Problems are subordinated to very small amount of
constraints. Even one unidentified constraint can greatly affects to all operations. (Burke &
Wilks, 2008; Goldratt, 1984; 1997.)

Throughput accounting contains three core parameters: throughput, investments and
operating expenses. Reducing investments and expenses are important factors but main
focus should be directed to increase throughput. Success can be measured by benchmarks
and comparisons. Precondition for this is instrumentation of performance variables and
parameters. Figure 21 is simple throughput accounting conceptualization showing
interconnected parameters. Best results can be achieved only by developing all factors.
(Goldratt, 1984; 1997.)
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FIGURE 21. Throughput accounting triangles.

Throughput accounting triangle is an integral manifestation for resource levels. Costs of
direct materials are included to variable costs. While seeking to minimize direct material
inventories, direct material costs should be understood as purchase costs for certain period
of time. Throughput accounting ratio (TPAR) measures how well the company is able to
convert sales to customers from raw materials and purchased parts. Operating expenses are
called total factory costs (TFC). It’s necessary that excessive production is avoided without
instant deliveries for customers because inventories should not be calculated as assets.
Before deliveries, all products in WIP will not generate extra value or profits. Profit is
formed from combination of throughput, TFC and material costs. Throughput equals
revenue from which raw material costs are subtracted. (Burke & Wilks, 2008; Goldratt,
1984; 1997.)

Calculation of TPAR requires two different equations with four variables, which shall be
defined. These equations are return per factory hour and costs per factory hour. Return per
factory expresses added value while variable costs are limited to directed material costs.
Return per factory hour equals throughput per unit divided by product’s time on the
bottleneck resource. Another way to do calculation is to just subtract material costs from
sales price and then divide leftover with time on key resource. Return per factory hour
helps companies to evaluate various products, which use same key resources. Cost per
factory equals TFC divided by total time available on bottleneck resource. TPAR equals
return per factory hour divided by cost per factory hour. If the output of TPAR exceeds 1,
throughput is larger than operating costs. Companies should prefer products with larger
ratios. Products with ratio less than 1 mean losses. TPAR determines balance between
return per factory hour and cost per factory hour. While TPAR measures performance at
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operational level, it also provides insights about how feasible manufacturing process has
been. This means that TPAR is complementary method also at strategic decision-making
level. Figure 22 illustrates TPAR process model. (Burke & Wilks, 2008; Goldratt, 1984;
1997.)

FIGURE 22. Throughput accounting ratio and required variables.

Key parameters are derived from time units and capital units. Time is spent on delivering
materials, teaching and learning how to use new tools and to initiate focus for employees.
Logistics, education and commitment require resources. Materials, tools and personnel
require capital as well. Sum of these variables creates process, where key metrics are
present again. Operational expenses (total factory costs) and time constraints can be
defined to each product in the form of throughput per unit. When time wasted on
constraints on specific product and on whole process are tracked, it’s possible to calculate
TPAR. (Burke & Wilks, 2008.)
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3.4.2 Value of inventories
All workshops are inactive without input resources. These resources are consumables as
number of available goods and capital reduce due factory operations. Inventory
management is responsible for counting number of consumables to prepare purchasers to
make new orders for supplies. Orders are directed to suppliers, which distribute necessary
supplies for customers. Standard practice is to keep inventory levels as low as possible to
save capital as inactive supplies won’t generate any extra value. Usually workshops have
some extra inventories to prevent operation seizures if crucial distribution channel isn’t
able to deliver suppliers on time.

Upstream equipment should achieve optimal buffer level with robust inventory
management so operations can continue without interruptions. Workshop without materials
is useless. Inventories are divided to two different categories: their position in value stream
and their purpose. Value stream starts from raw materials, goes through WIP and ends to
finished goods. Every step forward grows assumed value. (Burke & Wilks, 2008; Goldratt,
1984; 1997.)

Valuation of stocks is completely different. Safety stocks, buffer stocks and shipping
stocks all tie resources. Larger inventory requires larger facilities and their materialistic
value is fixed in idle. However, stocks bring robustness to WIP. Buffer is sufficient size for
the inventory to backup operations if disruptions emerge in an upstream process. If
shortage hits the production, stocks help to keep processes alive. Complexity of inventory
management increases when number of contractors and suppliers rise. Table 13 classifies
different inventories. (Burke & Wilks, 2008; Goldratt, 1984; 1997.)

Table 13. Different inventory types. (Burke & Wilks, 2008; Goldratt, 1984; 1997.)
Inventory by

Raw

Work-in-

Finished

position in the

materials

process

goods

Inventory by

Safety

Buffer

Shipping

purpose

stocks

stocks

goods

value stream
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Most important indicator for arising problems in inventory management is WIP. Too much
or too less of required materials can be observed from the factory plant. When WIP slows
down, amount of finished and shipping goods decreases. This will decrease overall
throughput. Common reason is a lack of raw materials or unexpected needs for preprocessing. In order to keep cycle times steady, inventories should have buffer and safety
stocks for critical orders. Downstream equipment should move processed material
constantly from the constraint and thus removing blockages. Sprint capacity helps to
prevent non-constraint equipment to turn into constraints in the case interruptions. This
requires accelerated operations or additional output. (Burke & Wilks, 2008; Goldratt, 1984;
1997.)

3.4.3 Resource allocations
Different projects must share scarce resources. Usually this means that projects compete
for resources, which leads delays in different project tasks. Outcome is that project
durations increase. In these kinds of situations companies should establish allocation
policies, which would support various projects to accomplish required work as fast as
possible. Resource allocation can be measured by comparing three different resources and
their proficiencies by using task durations and rework probabilities. Allocation decision
would now hold conditions for actions.

Allocation of most proficient resources to various tasks reduces task durations as well as
rework, but it might increase delays to start tasks. When the first available resources are
allocated to tasks, delays in task starts decrease while rework and task durations might
increase. Desire is to balance scheduled resources utilizations while decreasing required
time to complete tasks. High level in resource utilization doesn’t always bring benefits.
Internal policies must consider impacts for alternative scenarios with different resource
allocations. Successful performance in any project is dependent on applied policies and
their effects on project duration and costs. (Tag, 2014.)
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Initiation of simulation analysis contains six steps. Based on system relations in project
businesses, simulation process starts by setting input values for three different levers.
These levers are allocation policy, worktime and scheduled resources. Second step
contains simulations runs. Third step requires presentation of observable results for project
performance. Fourth step involves identification of critical chain among parallel flow
paths. Penultimate step involves identification of the longest task-start delay on the critical
chain. Last step is identification of lever adjustments which could reduce delays. Mapping
of levers in figure 23 presents one method to visualize project performance. (Tag, 2014.)

FIGURE 23. Project performance indicators (Tag, 2014).

Amount of scheduled resources increase when total hours spent in work increases.
Allocation policy should follow this trend intensively. Other method to measure project
performance is to draw connections between project duration, costs and resource
utilization. Project duration and costs should decrease while resource utilization should
increase. Comparison between different charts is possible with at least one mutual
dimension. Figure 24 below uses same cost indicator for project duration and resource
utilization.
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FIGURE 24. Relations between project variables (Tag, 2014).

Sweet spot is an area with greatest potential to positive outcomes. It can be discovered by
using chart guides to locate area with highest observable change rate for the function. In
some point additional costs won’t anymore decrease project duration without disruptive
methods. Instead, it’s more desirable to operate inside the sweet spot, where increased
costs result maximum reduction in project duration. Figure above also illustrates that
maximizing resource utilization should be avoided if target is to decrease project duration
albeit the intuition might tell otherwise. Resource utilization in this case decreases
available resources.
Allocation policy is dictated based on scheduled resources. The duration for each task is
dependent on resource allocations and task content. Each task has specific rework
probability, which is dependent on resource allocations. Competition between scheduled
resources is shown in figure 25.
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FIGURE 25. Decision making in resource allocation for single task (Tag, 2014).

Allocation policy makes decision between different resources by analyzing task durations
and rework probabilities. First lever has three pools of scheduled resources. Every pool
holds one resource input with task duration and rework probability. Measured quantity is
proficiency, which is calculated for all competing resources by dividing task duration with
rework probability. Resource with highest proficiency will reduce task durations and
rework while increasing delays to start tasks. Allocation policy makes decisions where to
direct single resources from a particular pool. After that second resource will be added to
first pool.
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4 DEMONSTRATION

This chapter demonstrates how previously introduced instruments could be harnessed in
SPIM. First stage creates setup for candidate mapping by explaining role of user
registrations, pre-audit forms and selections. Second stage involves monitoring setups for
parameters. Third stage explains how to create feedback loops for projects.

4.1 Candidate mapping
Preparations for sourcing processes start by setting up contractor mapping tasks. In the
beginning the prime contractor only needs to provide link for external users for platform
registration. Candidates will be then directed to registration form before gaining access to
pre-auditing forms. Meanwhile, all selections and inputs will be recorded automatically
into the database. Consumed time for candidate registration will be measured as well to
help developers and internal users to understand better which issues and topics are difficult
to address. Reasons might be related to candidate’s difficulties to recognize issues or
inadequate issue definitions in example.

Weight configuration is important modifier for qualitative risk management in candidate
and contractor mapping. Other option is to use simulations to address risks based on
quantities. Thus, there are two methods how to improve model accuracies. First one is
human-based qualitative process while second option is to harness computing power to
produce risk models for various weighting policies. Optimal solution is to apply both
methods and make constantly comparisons between references and actual project outputs.
Iterations for evaluation models are however based on weighting policies. Higher weight
increases overall score and can drastically change overview about suitable candidates and
contractors. Target should be however iterate and stabilize weight values for issues in the
long run. It’s up to internal users to define suitable weighting strategy and find the most
suitable option.
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4.1.1 Registration
Registration form opens up when the candidate click the link provided by the prime
contractor. Candidates fill the company name, country, address, city, postal code, contact
email, phone number and website address. Next step involves identification of expertise.
This is simple one-click selection to define candidate’s role as a stakeholder. In this case
the selection could be supplier or subcontractor. Third step asks how the candidate ended
up to register for the platform. Again, this is simple one-click selection. If the prime
contractor provided the link, selection should be “you contacted me”. Other options are
word of mouth, event, forum or blog, social network and search engine. Last step in
registration is to provide the user agreements conditions and submit the registration by
stating for the candidate following sentence: “I have read and agreed to the user
agreements. Register and proceed.” Now the candidate will receive own entry hash and
password to login into the system.

4.1.2 Pre-audit forms
Now the candidate will be directed into the page with candidate audit score (CAS) form.
First section contains issues related to technical qualifications while second section
contains issues related to sustainability qualifications. Only actions what the candidate is
obliged to do is to click the issue slot if they are sure that they can fulfill specific condition.
Once the selection is made, the candidate is asked to upload certification document. If
there are no documentation available about the issue, the candidate score will not improve.
The pre-auditing process should not stop however if one document is not currently
available. Candidates can simply write details below upload selection to specify why
required document is not possible. Uploads can be made later as all pre-auditing inputs will
be saved into the database. If upload was fulfilled, the database registers the value for the
issue slot and included this to candidate’s key hash. Entry hash allows candidates to
continue pre-auditing process from same stage later on. The candidate can submit forms
and proceed to next stage.
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The candidate can now start to fill contractor platform criteria (CPC) form or log out from
the platform. Reason to fill information for CPC should be stated before selection. It
should be expressed that additional information will increases contractor’s changes to
receive orders. CPC is divided to six different sections: legal, natural, digital, economic,
infrastructure and engagement entities. The candidate can freely select issues among
sections. Nevertheless, presentation of issues will be modified according to stated expertise
in registration form as some questions would be useless to ask from all stakeholders.

All inputs are zero by default. Candidates whose chose to click issue slot in pre-auditing
forms were actually just activating upload request. If upload was fulfilled, the database
registers the value for the issue slot and included this to candidate’s key hash. Selection
method is similar to CAS except that there are no upload requirements. Issues require
however always short specifications to prevent candidates to use shotgun tactics by
carelessly selecting all issues. In example, if the candidate selects that they have highspeed internet connection, they could only specify the service provider and broadband
speed. This kind of situation could also be filled by providing links to external websites,
which can tell immediately relevant details for the candidate or directly for the platform.

4.1.3 Pre-audit selection
Candidate selection is available only internal users. This means that only prime contractors
has access to compare candidates and their qualities. CAS contains registration information
about candidates and pre-audit forms, uploaded certifications as well as issue specifications
and timestamped records from selections. Figure 26 contains basic analysis layout for CAS
but is applicable also CPC as both interfaces use same logic to process and present data.

FIGURE 26. Candidate audit score interface.
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All scores are formed from sums based on binary answers from issues. These scores are
compared among candidates. Average-fixed indicators reveal immediately best candidates.
Indicators can be in example data bars or ternary icons. There are also possibility to create
charts to visualize comparison sets. Further analysis will be conducted by weighting issues,
which allows more specific comparisons for subcontractors and issues. When desired level
of confidence has been gained and candidate selection has been made, the prime contractor
can find contact details from the sourcing platform. Figure 27 demonstrates test weights.

FIGURE 27. Various test weights applied to audit issues.
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4.2 Sourcing monitoring
After candidates has been selected, first priority for the prime contractor is to ensure that
contractors have adequate setups to produce desired project outputs. Second priority is to
arrange project monitor setups for these outputs. These actions include intra-audits,
performance targets, initiation for project entries and throughput calculus.

4.2.1 Intra-audits
Intra-audits are measured by physical visits at the candidate’s plant. The guideline for audit
interests is IAS, where also audit results will be fed. Intra-audit visits allow the prime
contractor to identify all required certifications, which were not available digitally. IAS
uses general contractor mapping interface introduced earlier.

4.2.2 Performance targets
All stakeholders must be conscious about performance targets. Optimal combination of
incentives and insurances can provide win-win situation for project associates.
Preconditions should create suitable environment for process monitoring. Only way to
deliver intensive communication however is to integrate progress monitoring in shared
platform. Performance targets are typically related to project scope, duration times and
costs. Scope could be defined to contain only product drawings and bill of materials with
quality requirements. Duration times means project lead time, which is formed from task
durations. Costs can be calculated by knowing components of operational expenses such as
labor hours, materials and logistics. When initial costs are mapped, buffer penetration
charts can track overall costs by tracking task durations and thus project duration.

4.2.3 Throughput calculus
Throughput calculus involves methods to capture throughput performance for tasks,
products and projects. Calculation methods are related to throughput accounting practices
and buffer penetration charts. All parameters should be condensed to contain only
durations, unit quantities and capital inputs. Simulations for projected throughput with
different configurations is an essential part of throughput calculus. Simulation interface
must be however intuitive and engage users constantly. This means that inputs and outputs
should be in accessible form. Visual and statistical reasoning as well as relative
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comparisons to reference levels are few methods to consume and analyze critical points.
Key findings should be classified to quantity-specific and quality-specific presentations.
Aim of process mapping simulation is to discover how task durations and allocation
policies affect to project management and throughput outputs. Before stepping into
simulations, task inputs and simulation outputs must be defined. Figure 28 is initial
simulation layout for input and output variables.

FIGURE 28. Simulation layout for process mapping metrics.

Simulation outputs are divided to visual presentation charts and numeric comparisons.
Outputs should contain relevant information for different scenarios. Detection of trends
and probabilities with different configurations can help the company to avoid some risks
and increase profitability with better understanding about processes. Simulations are based
on process mapping instruments. Outputs should contain at least few alternative start and
finish times for different products with alternative task durations and resources allocations.
Critical chains should be identified with Gant charts. Projected buffer penetration levels
should be presented as well as throughput parameters.
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Simulation should proceed systematically from model parameters to visual model
parameters. Results are dependent about precision of mapped tasks and resources.
Fluctuating process variables due supply chain dynamics makes this difficult however.
Therefore, task and resource metrics must contain certain boundary values. Range between
minimum and maximum values gives a good start for simulations but also level of
occurrence should be included if possible.

4.3 Sourcing evaluation
Post-evaluation after each project can help prime contractors to compare sourcing
decisions to actual results. This evaluation compares how well selected candidates
performed and is there advantages by deepening strategic partnership with them. Postevaluation is also good chance for the prime contractor to receive direct feedback from its
operations and methods. To put it short, neglecting post-project evaluation is like an
agreement for wasteful actions in future.

4.3.1 Platform evaluations
Main tool for platform evaluations is CPC. It may contain already some information about
integrated platforms between the prime contractor and subcontractor before actual project
starts. Intra evaluations are done by the prime contractor, which should collect and analyze
information about the subcontractor’s tools and methods during the project. The goal is not
only to track strategic integration toward subcontractors: CPC also helps the prime
contractor to adapt into more efficient platforms used by project partners.

4.3.2 Mirror index evaluation
Mirror index module acts like a built-in feedback loop, which help the prime contractor
and subcontractors to evaluate finished projects from different points of view. All indexes
are based on set of issues. First set of issues will be answered by the subcontractor and by
the prime contractor. Both sides will submit self-evaluation and feedback for their own
actions. These submits will derive mirror indexes from two different perspectives. CMI
evaluates then how project associates agree about issues while PMI evaluates project
success based on CMI and positive answers. Figure 29 shows basic layout for mirror index
evaluations.
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FIGURE 29. Mirror index simulation for all contractors.

Example above identifies most successful ventures. Based on PMI, the prime contractor
should concentrate to engage partnerships with first and last contractor (c1 and c9). If the
target is to evaluate similar perspective to things, contractor number three is most
agreeable. Like with other evaluation tools introduced earlier, mirror index model also
harnesses weighting logic from the candidate mapping interface.

4.3.3 Supply chain evaluation
Efficiency of supply chain operations during the project can be analyzed by SSC, which
compares absolute indexes and weighted scores. These comparisons can reveal interesting
trends. Weighting policy plays important role again and data layout is based on the
candidate mapping interface. Figure 30 contains simulation results for SSC comparisons.
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FIGURE 30. Supply selection criteria simulation.

Simulation above illustrates that contractor number six (c6) has best performance
according to absolute indexes and overall SSC index. However, weighted SSC scores
reveals outliers, which in this case is contractor number seven (c7). Weight has been
concentrated on agility and reliability issues and therefore c7 has actually better
performance compared to c6. Further development on data comparison analysis could
create automated recommendations and data spots regarding statistical outliers. Verbal
expression from figure above could be condensed to state simply that c7 has highest
overall indexes as well as highest surplus from weighting policy.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First research question aimed to identify methods to measure and manage throughputs in
workshops. Throughput can be measured by revenues or product cycle times in certain
period of time. It’s necessary that accounting practices are condensed to key variables and
parameters for all decision-making levels. Success in production won’t indicate success for
the prime company without coherent and distributed management responsibilities. Efficient
throughput analysis requires that task durations and sequences are mapped carefully.

Monitoring methods like buffer penetration charts could help to avoid risks but only if the
information about cycle times is collected reliably. Operational development demands that
performance data is available for all participants. If the focus is solely directed to improve
operational throughput, it’s recommended to visualize workshop operations and improve
collection of sensor data. Figure 31 presents project metric triad to connect various key
parameters in project management according to discovered connections. Combination of
project goal triad and discovered system relations forms a new project business model.

FIGURE 31. Project metric triad.
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Allocation of resources and reaction to process dynamics is coupled entirely with available
information. Collected and generated information can help the prime contractor as well as
subcontractors to adjust project schedules and scopes realistically. If the scope of project is
overwhelming, required investments and operational expenses increase. This eventually
distorts actual market balance between production assets and consumables. Project margin
depends on ratio of invested resources and generated income. Main difference between
investments and expenses is that the company expects that investments will generate
surplus on certain time scale. Duration of projects affects to throughput and thus to natural
growth. Information should be always prepared before adjusting task durations and
investments. Growth eventually increases market share but decreases reaction times. All
factors are connected to each other in all decision-making levels. Conclusion is that out of
nine factors only two, duration and expenses, should be reduced constantly. Measurable
quantities are related to time, available modules (algorithms) or product units, capital and
their relative proportions.
Second research question was related to risk management in workshop procurement. It’s
recommended that procurement actions are controlled and distributed with clear
instructions and targets. Qualitative evaluation of risks is related especially to auditing
issues. Inspectors should be able to collect data from subcontractors while also providing
all necessary information to them. Quantitative evaluation of risks can be done with
process simulations by identifying underlying constraints in production in advance and
during the process. Auditing reflects perceived risks by the procurement. Only way to find
most threatening risks is to make the information available for decisions and then verify
the quality of information.

Monitoring of critical information flow requires that project details can be reviewed,
collected, modified and shared in any situation by anyone who is involved. This kind of
approach might cause prime contractors feel uncomfortable regarding intellectual
properties. Nevertheless, most important assets for the prime contractor are their human
capital and process methods. Prime contractors should be also conscious that contractors
might actually have deeper insight and information about certain processes and methods.
Strategic partnerships are the driving force nowadays for successful supply chains. Internal
methods in the risk mapping should aim to model system relations and run project
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simulations with different configurations. As the number of reference projects increases,
the prime contractor is able to iterate simulation model per each project cycle. Simulations
help to measure probabilities for various scenarios.

Third research question was set to define the implementation process for new procurement
parameters in the project business. Property and protocols are most generic elements in
organizations. Long-term planning in procurement requires that dependencies to systems
and processes are recognized. Properties are short-term factors, which are focused to
describe current situation. Development of protocols is precondition to grow properties.
Figure 32 is one kind of simplification about project components.

FIGURE 32. Project hierarchy components.

One of main targets was to create external and internal end-user interfaces for digital audit
platform. External interface focused on contractor mapping module, which was designed to
collect, identify and certificate quality-dependent factors. Internal interface was designed
to compare collected data and make initial analysis to compare contractors. Conclusion is
that the model should be extended to form a platform, where key parameters are delivered
from throughput variables. These configurations could be applied to all departments, which
take part on projects. Figure 33 introduces a modular service model for various project
management associates.
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FIGURE 33. Initial service model matrix for project businesses.

Implementation of the platform can be done incrementally by simply adding modules and
divisions whenever needed. Prerequisite is that the data layer underneath is tested and
robust regarding data processing methods. The presentation layer must operate also
flawlessly as it connects users to services. Significant problem with the platform solution is
to create complementary network, where all project business associates are involved and
committed to use these services on a constant basis. Possibilities to harness all services will
be limited if all information will not be distributed for project associates via user-friendly
interface.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Successful results in project businesses require that schedules and contracts are constantly
evaluated and updated. Lack of distributed information processes among project associates
has by far largest negative impact for projects. Identification, allocation and execution of
critical information flow must start from internal level. Most important thing is to identify
and iterate constraints regularly. Allocation of resources should be made easier and more
reactive. All initial assumptions and references must be compared to actual project outputs.

Critical information flow at operational level can be improved by wisely applying digital
channels, project simulations and process sensors. Constantly updated project goals as well
as references could be shared effortlessly with distributed databases. Level of
communication and understanding other’s plans reveal strategic hotspots where companies
could mutually agree to strengthen the quality of co-operations. Therefore, project
businesses should target to integrate the information flow among processes, resources and
projects by using standardized parameters. Distributed database solutions can offer
significant advantage in supply chain management by replacing paper-based procedures
while reducing reaction times and increasing mutual trust. These features can replace or
speed up routine-based confirmations, auditing practices, design processes and transactions
in project businesses.
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